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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Geologic overview 
Structural geology, especially that of the Vincent, Chocolate Mountains, Orocopia, 
and Rand (VCM) faults and the spatially related Pelona, Orocopia, and Rand (POR) 
schists (Figure 1), is very important to understanding the complex late Mesozoic through 
Cenozoic evolution of the southwestern United States. The POR schists are composed 
mainly of metagraywacke, with subordinate metapelite, metabasite, ferromanganiferous 
metachert, marble, and meta-ultramafic rocks. They underlie North American continental 
basement, consisting of Precambrian, Paleozoic, and Mesozoic igneous and metamorphic 
rocks, along the low-angle VCM fault (Ehlig, 1958; Haxel and Dillon, 1978; Jacobson, 
1983b, 1996). The schists are considered to have been metamorphosed at medium- to 
high-pressure and relatively low- to moderate-temperature conditions during Late 
Cretaceous to early Tertiary time. 
Due to disturbance by later tectonic events, the original dip direction of the VCM 
thrust is very hard to determine (Crowell, 1981). Detailed studies in recent years indicate 
that the VCM fault is actually a composite structure. It probably originated as a thrust 
during low-angle, east-dipping subduction, but was subjected to substantial post-
subduction reactivation (Jacobson and Dawson, 1995; Jacobson et al., 1996; Oyarzabal et 
al., 1997). 
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Figure 1. Simplified geologic map showing major geologic units and the POR schists and 
our research areas in southeastern California and southwestern Arizona (modified from 
Oyarzabal et al., 1997). Abbreviations are SAF, San Andreas fault; GF, Garlock fault; 
SG, San Gabriel fault; OR, Orocopia schist; CH, Chocolate Mountains schist. This 
research is mainly focused on the two areas mapped by Haxel (1977) and Sherrod et. al. 
(the Picacho 15' quadrangle map, unpublished). 
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Metamorphism of the POR schists 
Based on the mineral assemblages, Haxel and Dillon (1978) concluded that the POR 
schists were metamorphosed at medium to high pressure. Jacobson ( 1986) compared the 
POR schists with the Haast Schist of New Zealand, the Sanbagawa metamorphic belt of 
Japan, and the Shuksan Metamorphic Suite of the North Cascades, Washington. He 
concluded that the sodic and tschermakitic nature of actinolite and hornblende and the 
occurrence of winchite and crossite to magnesbriebeckite indicate high-pressure 
metamorphic conditions for the POR schists as a whole. 
Metamorphic ages of the POR schists 
Ehlig (1958) proposed that the metamorphism of the POR schists occurred during 
Late Cretaceous or early Tertiary time. Jacobson ( 1990) obtained seventeen 40 Ar/39 Ar 
ages for hornblende, celadonitic muscovite, and biotite from the POR schists, which 
range from 39 to 85 Ma. He concluded that the Portal Ridge and Rand schists, with 
minimum ages of 80-85 Ma, may be older than the Pelona-Orocopia schists. Uplift of the 
schists probably happened in the middle Tertiary, at about 38 Ma in Chocolate Mountains 
and Gavilan Hills, and later in the San Gabriel and Rand Mountains. Oyarzabal et al. 
(1997) obtained two apatite fission track ages from the Orocopia Schist (18.7±4.8 Ma and 
19.1±5.1 Ma, respectively) and one (18.3±4.4 Ma) from the upper plate in the Gavilan 
Hills. The fission track ages probably indicate the final stage of exhumation. 
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Structures 
The POR schists have been affected by several stages of deformation (Haxel and 
Dillon, 1978; Ehlig, 1981; Jacobson 1983a, 1983b, 1983c, 1984, 1995; Oyarzabal et al., 
1997). The oldest folds in the POR schists are highly flattened isoclinal folds with axial-
plane schistosity. They are referred to as "intrafolial folds" by Haxel and Dillon (1987) 
and "style 1 folds" by Jacobson (1984). Superimposed on the style 1 folds are relatively 
young folds of open to tight shapes, which were named "style 2 folds" by Jacobson 
(1984). In the San Gabriel Mountains, foliation, fold axes, and lineation in the mylonite 
zone at the base of the upper plate are parallel to those in the schists. In addition, the 
metamorphic facies of the two units are also similar to each other. All these features 
indicate that the VCM segment in this area represents the original subduction thrust 
(Ehlig, 1958; Jacobson, 1983a, 1983b). Elsewhere, however, structures in the schists, the 
mylonite, and the upper plate rocks are quite different. This probably means that the 
thrust was subsequently reactivated, or that it is made up of different faults , i.e., some are 
thrust faults, but others are normal faults. Due to the complex interference of folding 
patterns, rotation during subduction (thrusting), and the difficulty in relating the VCM 
thrust segments exposed in various small windows, attempts made to decipher the 
original direction of movement of the VCM thrust by means of structural analysis have 
been severely hindered (Jacobson 1983a). 
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Protoliths of the POR schists 
As mentioned earlier, the POR schists are made up mainly of metagraywacke, with 
very high sand/shale ratio compared to the Franciscan complex (Haxel et al., 1987; 
Jacobson et al., 1996). Geochemical studies indicate that the bulk composition of the 
metagraywacke is similar to that of average upper continental crust (Haxel et al., 1987). 
Magmatic-arc detritus (probably of Late Mesozoic age) has also been identified in the 
metagraywacke. All the evidence implies that the protoliths of the schists were deposited 
in a continental margin basin, but open to the pelagic ocean, like the Neogene Gulf of 
California (Haxel et al., 1987). 
Dawson and Jacobson (1989) focused their attention mainly on the origins of the 
mafic rocks from the POR schists. They concluded that the metabasites were derived 
from normal to transitional mid-ocean ridge basalts (N-type to T-type MORB) and 
tholeitic and alkalic ocean-island basalts. Possible accumulation settings for the protoliths 
were inferred to be open ocean, Gulf of California-type basin, trapped back-arc basin, or 
rifted back-arc basin. Burchfiel and Davis (1981) considered the Franciscan rocks as the 
possible protoliths for the POR schists. Ehlig (1981) thought that the Pelona and 
Orocopia schists were originally deposited in a deep marine basin. Crowell (1981) 
proposed that the protoliths of the POR schists have an ensimatic origin, and their ages 
are not likely to be older than Mesozoic. One of his arguments is that the schists are not 
cross-cut by Mesozoic plutons. 
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Mechanisms for the metamorphism and deformation of the POR schists 
Almost all geologists involved agree that the metamorphism and deformation of the 
POR schists are closely related to the primary VCM thrust, which represents the remnant 
subduction zone (Ehlig, 1958, 1981; Graham and England, 1976; Haxel and Dillon, 1978; 
Burchfiel and Davis, 1981; Sherrod and Tosdal, 1991; Haxel et al., 1987; Jacobson, 
1983a, 1983b, 1983c, 1984, 1990, 1995; Jacobson and Sorensen, 1986; Jacobson and 
Dawson, 1995; Jacobson et al., 1996; Oyarzabal et al., 1997). However, due to later stage 
folding, faulting, possible rotation, and extensional reactivation, the original dip direction 
and characteristics of the VCM thrust fault have been severely obscured. 
Many scientists have concluded that the POR schists are correlatives of the 
Franciscan Complex formed during the low-angle east-dipping subduction under the 
North America continent (Yeasts, 1968; Burchfiel and Davis, 1981; Crowell, 1981; 
Hamilton, 1987; Jacobson et al., 1996; Oyarzabal et al., 1997; Jacobson, unpublished 
data). However, this popular model was challenged based on the alleged northeast 
movement of the upper plate (Ehlig, 1958, 1981; Haxel and Dillon, 1978). Ehlig (1981) 
cited a macroscopic symform beneath the Vincent thrust in the San Gabriel Mountains as 
evidence for this movement. He proposed that the Vincent thrust was originally a low-
angle westward-dipping subduction zone under a microplate rifted from the western edge 
of North America. Eventually, movement along the Vincent thrust stopped due to friction, 
and a new subduction zone formed seaward of the rnicroplate. 
Haxel and Dillon (1978) measured in detail the drag folds in Orocopia schist and 
upper plate from Salvation Pass in the Chocolate Mountains through the Picacho-Peter 
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Kane Mountain area southeastward to the Colorado River. By using the Hansen (1967) 
method, they concluded that the overthrusting direction along the Chocolate Mountains 
thrust fault was approximately northeastward. According to Haxel and Dillon (1978), the 
northeastward movement probably occurred throughout the whole VCM thrust system 
during southwest-dipping subduction under a fragment outboard of the North American 
continent. Continued subduction ultimately led to the collision of the outboard fragment 
with North America. 
However, in contrast to the interpretation of Haxel and Dillon (1978) and Ehlig 
(1981), intensive studies in recent years show that the NE movement of the upper plate is 
a late event. It is related not to the southwestward subduction beneath the outboard 
continental fragment, or "microplate," but to the exhumation of the POR schists (Crowell, 
1981; Jacobson et al., 1996; Oyarzabal et al., 1997). 
Exhumation 
As discussed above, the VCM fault is actually a composite fault. The Vincent thrust 
in the San Gabriel Mountains represents the original subduction zone, with other 
segments being reactivated extensional faults responsible for the exhumation of the POR 
schist in Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary and/or middle Tertiary time (Crowell, 1981; 
Hamilton, 1987; Jacobson et al., 1996; Oyarzabal et al., 1997; Jacobson, unpublished 
data). Considering the fact that the middle Tertiary extensional faults geographically 
associated with the VCM thrust system are small-scale shallow faults with brittle 
features, Jacobson et al. (1996) suggested that the schists were uplifted from deep 
subduction zone (about 20-30 km) to shallow crustal levels during Late Cretaceous to 
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early Tertiary time. Then, in middle Tertiary time, they were further exhumed to the 
surface or near surface by regional extensional faulting. 
Purpose of this research 
Although understanding of the POR schists, VCM fault system, and the overlying 
plate of North America has increased dramatically as a result of the previous studies, it is 
obvious from the above discussion that many problems remain unsolved. In order to 
address these problems, detailed geologic mapping is essential. In the past, extensive field 
investigations and mapping have been carried out, and large amounts of data have been 
collected. Unfortunately, due to the high cost of the traditional map-production and 
publication process, these data were not published as high-quality geologic maps, but left 
as unpublished thesis maps or federal or state agency open-file reports. For similar 
reasons, these maps are rarely updated with new data. As figure 2 shows, these maps are 
very difficult to read and understand. 
In recent years, the rapid development in computer mapping technology, especially 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), has made map production faster and less 
expensive. With data in digital format, maps can be displayed in any projection, scale, 
and layout, and even joined together. Maps are no longer used only to store and display 
data. They can also be manipulated to do various analyses to extract useful information 
that may be difficult to visualize in the very complicated line work of the original 
geologic maps (Figure 2). 
In this context, the first goal of my research was to digitize the Picacho, Picacho SW, 
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Figure 2. Lower half (the Picacho SW and Picacho quadrangles) of the original 1 :50,000 
Geologic Map of the Picacho, Picacho NW, Picacho SW, and Hidden Valley 7.5' 
Quadrangles, Arizona and California by D. R. Sherrod, R. M. Tosdal, and G. Haxel 
(unpublished). 
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Picacho Peak, Little Picacho Peak, and Quartz Peak 7 .5' 1 :24,000 quadrangle geologic 
maps from Gorden Haxel's Ph.D. thesis (Haxel, 1977), and the Picacho 15' 1:50,000 
geologic map (Figure 2) by Sherrod, Tosdal, and Haxel (unpublished), and convert them 
into GIS maps. With the data in digital format, the second goal was to conduct various 
forms of modeling and analysis by combining the geologic data with other sources of 
data, such as Digital Elevation Models (DEM). 
In traditional geologic maps, three-dimensional features are abstracted into two-
dimensional representations. However, in the real world, geologic features, such as strata, 
faults, folds, etc., are all three-dimensional objects. Therefore, much important 
information is totally lost or severely obscured during the abstraction process. If geologic 
features can be displayed in 3D, that will greatly facilitate visualization and enhance our 
understanding of spatial relationships. Thus, the third goal of my research was to perform 
3D modeling and visualization of the geologic features of the Picacho area with 
ARC/INFO TIN and GRID, Arc View 3D Analyst, and my own programs. The following 
sections explain in detail the procedures of each of these approaches. 
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COMPUTER MAPPING WITH GIS 
Maps are the primary sources of data for geologic research, education, and industrial 
activities. Unfortunately, the traditional map production process is so expensive and time 
consuming that many geologic maps are either left unpublished, or seldom updated with 
new data once they are finished. This situation is especially true in our research area in 
southeastern California and southwestern Arizona. 
Thanks to the rapid development of computer mapping technology, especially GIS, in 
the last two decades, map production has become faster and less expensive. Once created, 
GIS maps can be easily updated with new data, displayed in various formats and 
projections, and manipulated in a variety of way to extract meaningful information. 
In general, GIS can be defined as a computer-based information system that can be 
used to capture, model, manipulate, retrieve, analyze, and present geographically 
referenced data. It consists of computer hardware, software, geographic and other data, 
and users. The Canadian Land Inventory System pioneered by Tomlinson in the mid 
1960s, was a very important landmark in the evolution of modem GIS. In the early 1980s, 
the successful release of the ARC/INFO GIS by the Environmental System Research 
Institute (ESRI) pushed GIS to a new stage. Since then, applications of GIS have been 
expanded dramatically in various areas. Now GIS is widely used in environmental 
planning, natural resource conservation, emergency planning, transportation and 
navigation, utilities, marketing, agriculture and forestry, real estate management, health 
care, retail trade, financial institutions, insurance, manufacturing, education, scientific 
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research, etc. In geology, GIS is becoming an indispensable tool in mineral resource and 
oil and gas exploration, mining, environmental research, and other areas. 
As mentioned earlier, for our research area, we are working with five 1 :24,000 7 .5' 
quadrangle geologic maps from Haxel' s Ph.D. thesis (Haxel, 1977). The Quartz Peak 7.5' 
geologic map was made by enlarging the southeastern 14 portion of the Quartz Peak 15' 
quadrangle. As Figure 1 and Figure 5 demonstrate, Haxel mapped only those parts of the 
five 7.5' quadrangles relevant to his thesis topic. Another map we are using is the 
1:50,000 Picacho 15' quadrangle geologic map (Figures 1, 2, and 4) created by D.R. 
Sherrod, R. M. Tosdal, and G. Haxel for the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1980s. 
This map is currently being prepared for publication as an open-file report. The 
topographic base for the Picacho 15' map was made by manually piecing together the 
Hidden Valley, Picacho, Picacho NW, and Picacho SW 7.5' 1:24,000 quadrangle maps 
and transferring the scale to 1 :50,000. The original mapping was conducted at 1 :24,000 
scale. The two map areas overlap in the Picacho SW and Picacho quadrangles. Since the 
Picacho 15' map was made later than Haxel's thesis maps, and partially based on Haxel' s 
maps, it contains more detailed and updated geologic data, especially for the volcanic 
rocks. 
Without doubt, these maps are very important sources for geologic research in 
southeastern California and southwestern Arizona. However, without coloring the 
geologic units and structures, it is very difficult to visualize the relationships of various 
geologic features. It is also necessary to update them with new data. Now, with the GIS 
technology, it is possible to convert these maps into high-quality digital GIS maps, update 
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them with data collected since the original mapping, and perform data manipulation and 
analysis to extract more valuable information. 
Data input 
Since most of our geologic maps contain very complicated line work and text they are 
not suitable for scanning, so, I chose digitizing as my major data input method. 
Due to the close working relationship of Dr. Carl E. Jacobson, my M.S. advisor, with 
G. B. Haxel, D. R. Sherrod, and R. M. Tosdal, the authors of the thesis maps and the 
Picacho 15' quadrangle map, we obtained these base geologic maps along with their 
permission to convert them into digital GIS maps. As mentioned earlier, these maps are 
very old. In order to reduce the errors of the GIS data caused by shrinking and distortion 
of the base maps, we obtained the original mylar maps from the above authors. 
I digitized all the maps with ARCED IT. In general, a minimum of four tics is required 
by the system to register a map to the real world coordinate system. I usually digitized 6 
to 8 tics to increase accuracy. In order to eliminate digitizing errors, such as over shoots, 
under shoots, spikes, etc., it is important to appropriately set the nodesnap, snap, and 
fuzzy tolerance. After digitizing, the next step is to clean up the coverages. This is also a 
tedious process. By properly setting the fuzzy tolerance and dangle tolerance, some of the 
digitizing errors can be corrected automatically with the "CLEAN" command. However, 
this can also result in other kinds of errors. Therefore, I always made a copy of the 
original coverage before modifying it. 
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Map projection and data transformation 
Map projection is a very complicated issue which has been studied for hundreds of 
years. Distortion is unavoidable when trying to display locations on the curved surface of 
the earth on a flat sheet of paper. Various approaches have been taken to preserve certain 
properties at the expense of others. 
All of our original base maps were generated in the Polyconic projection using the 
1927 North American datum coordinate system (NAD27). I projected all the digitized 
maps to both the Polyconic and UTM projections and transformed them from digitizer 
units to real-world coordinate systems. 
During the transformation process, the Root Mean Square (RMS) error of each tic is 
also reported. The RMS error indicates the deviation between the tic locations in the input 
coverage and output coverage. It can result from various sources, such as the quality of 
the original base map, digitizing accuracy, precision (DOUBLE or SINGLE), and errors 
in updating tic coordinates, etc. For our maps, I kept it below 3.0 meters. Otherwise, 
adjacent coverages can not be joined correctly. 
Link attribute data with the geographic f ea tu res in the coverage 
The real power of a GIS map is its capability of being used to do analysis and 
modeling. To achieve this, geographic data, stored in the standard feature attribute table, 
alone are not sufficient. Other attribute data related to those features are also needed. 
When constructing the topology of a coverage, a feature attribute table is created 
automatically. This process ensures that each geographic feature in the coverage has a 
corresponding record in the feature attribute table. In order to link these two kinds of data, 
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every feature in the coverage should be coded. This code should be stored in both the 
feature attribute table and another attribute table as the common field. 
For the Picacho 15' quadrangle geologic map, I created the "q_geounit.dbf' and the 
"Line_code.dbf' attribute tables. The q_geounit.dbf table contains the Geounit_code 
field, which holds the coding number of each geologic unit, the Geounit field, which 
holds the symbol of the corresponding unit, and the Poly _shd_id field, used to shade the 
geounit polygons with ARCPLOT (Figure 3). The Line_code.dbf table contains the 
Line_code field, which stores the coding number of each linear structure, and the 
Linear_str field, which stores the name of the corresponding linear structure, such as 
faults, contacts, folds, dikes, shear zones, etc. I also added the Geounit_code field and the 
Line_code field to the corresponding feature attribute tables. Then I coded every segment 
of the lines (linear structures) and all the polygons (geologic units). 
Map joining and layout designing 
Since our research areas encompass several quadrangle maps, adjacent coverages 
need to be joined up. As mentioned earlier, I digitized the Picacho 15' quadrangle map 
into four original 7.5' quadrangles. After editing, I joined them together (Figure 4). I also 
joined the five 7.5' quadrangle maps from Haxel's thesis, and added contours derived 
from DEM files obtained from the USGS (Figure 5). 
I designed most of the map layouts with Arc View. With its easy-to-use graphic 
interface, Arc View is widely used to create map layouts. However, to create many map 
layouts and print them all at once, ARCPLOT is also a powerful tool. I wrote an AML 
program for this purpose (see Appendix 1 and Appendix 8). When executed, it prompts 
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Figure 3. Picacho 15' quadrangle geologic map. On the left side is the geologic unit 
coverage and on the right side is the geologic unit attribute table. 
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Geologic Map of Pica cho 15 quad rang le, Southeastern 
California and southwestern Arizona 
Figure 4. Geologic map created with Arc View 3.0b. The original coverages were 
generated through digitizing the 1:50,000 Picacho 15' quadrangle geologic map by D.R. 
Sherrod, R. M. Tosdal, and G. B. Haxel (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 5. Geologic map made by digitizing and joining the Quartz Peak (roughly the left 
1/3 of the map), Picacho SW (top center), Picacho (top right), Picacho Peak (bottom 
center), and Little Picacho Peak (bottom right) 7.5' quadrangle maps. All five geologic 
maps are from G. Haxel's Ph.D. thesis (Haxel, 1977). The contour lines with an interval 
of 20 m were generated with Arc View GIS from the USGS DEM data. 
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the user to enter the necessary information. With minor modifications, it can be used to 
make maps of any size and layout. 
Displaying planar and linear structure symbols on maps 
Besides geologic contacts, we often need to display other data on maps, such as 
sampling and/or measuring locations (points), the attributes of planar and linear 
structures, thickness of strata, concentrations of certain elements, etc. For our research, 
the spatial orientation of faults, joints, veins, folds, foliation, lineation, and fold axes are 
of special interest. In recent years, a vast body of field data has been accumulated for this 
area (Jacobson, 1983; Jacobson and Dawson, 1995; Oyarzabal and Jacobson, 1997). I 
wrote two A venue programs to display the strike and dip directions and dip angles of 
planar structures on a GIS map either interactively or automatically (Figure 6, Appendices 
2, 3, and 8). With the plot_strike_dip.ave A venue program, the user clicks on the location 
of the measurement in the coverage with the left button of the mouse, and Arc View 
prompts the user to enter the strike direction and the dip angle. A strike and dip symbol 
with a label for the dip angle is drawn at the specified location according to the values 
entered. The symbol can be moved to any location. With the plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave 
A venue program, the required data are read directly from a feature attribute table, 
attribute table, or external data file, and all the symbols are created automatically. If the 
feature attribute table and the attribute table (file) are not joined together before running 
the program, the program will ask the user whether to join them. The user can choose to 
display all the data, or some portion of them, by selecting the corresponding records in 
the joined table, or by drawing a selection polygon on the coverage (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Geologic map of the Picacho SW quadrangle with the strike and dip symbols 
plotted on it. By pressing the Plot_strike_dip tool button (with the small flag icon), the 
user can interactively plot strike and dip symbols on a map. If the Auto_plot_strike_dip 
button (with the strike and dip symbol icon) is pressed, the program can directly read data 
from a table or an external data file and plot the strike and dip symbols automatically on 
the map. By choosing the SelectByGraphics item from the "GeoAnalysis" menu, the user 
can draw a polygon on the Measurement theme to select the data to be displayed. 
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With a few minor modifications to the plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave program, I 
created another A venue program to plot lineation on a map automatically as well (Figure 
7). As Figure 7 demonstrates, the trend of the lineation in the POR schist changes from 
roughly NE-SW in the lower section (far away from the VCM fault) to nearly E-W, on 
average, in the upper section (near the VCM fault). The trend of the lineation in the upper 
plate and the Winterhaven Formation also changes to roughly E-W near the VCM fault. 
Schmidt equal area projection 
The Schmidt equal area projection is a very powerful tool in structural analysis. It is 
used to represent three-dimensional geological structures in two dimensions. The 
orientation patterns of linear and/or planar structures can be easily identified in an equal 
area projection diagram. I wrote an A venue program that can be used to create Schmidt 
equal area projection diagrams of linear and planar structures (Appendices 4 and 8, Figure 
8). For planar structures, the orientation data (strike and dip) should be converted to the 
trend and plunge of the pole to the plane (Appendix 4). To run this program, press the 
steronet_proj tool button (the button with the square-dot icon). The program will wait for 
the user to click on the map to specify the location, then enter the radius of the projection 
circle. Next, it will ask the user whether he needs to join the tables/files, then the name of 
the table to read data from. The table must have the "trnd" and "plng" fields. 
Figure 8 shows the equal area projection plots of the lineation in the Winterhaven 
Formation, the POR schist, and the upper plate. These plots reveal the similar orientation 
patterns of the lineation as shown in Figure 7. The geologic significance of this 
phenomenon will be explained in next section. 
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Figure 7. Lineation in the POR schist (red), upper plate (green), and Winterhaven 
Formation (black), from south to north. Pressing the Auto_plot_lineation button, the 
plotLineationFromTable.ave program can automatically read the data and plot the 
lineation symbols. 
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Origin: (694.73, 3,645.67) Extent: (14.61, 22.10) Area: 322.84 sq 
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Figure 8. Schmidt equal area projection of lineations in the Winterhaven Formation (top 
two diagrams), upper plate (middle), and POR schists (bottom two diagrams). The left 
diagrams show all the lineation data in the geologic units, while the right ones show only 
the lineation that is near the VCM fault system. Since the upper plate is relatively thin, all 
the data were plotted in one diagram. This A venue program can read the structural data 
and automatically plot the equal area projection data. 
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Summary 
The main purpose of a map is to store and display data. Compared with hard copy 
maps, GIS maps are capable of displaying data in various ways to achieve better 
visualization effects and get more information from the data. 
As discussed earlier, I converted five 7.5' quadrangle geologic maps from Haxel's 
thesis (Haxel, 1977) and the Picacho 15' map by Sherrod, Tosdal, and Haxel 
(unpublished). As Figure 2 shows, the original maps are not colored. Due to the very 
complicated line work, it is difficult to visualize the relationships between various 
geologic features, such as geologic units, faults, folds, shear zones, etc. In contrast, on our 
GIS maps (Figures 4 and 5), we carefully assigned colors, patterns, and symbols to all the 
geologic units and structures. By doing this, we can easily see the spatial distribution 
patterns of the geologic units and major faults and their relationships. For example, based 
on the stratigraphic sequences, it is obvious that there are several roughly parallel E-W 
trending folds in the southern part of the Picacho 15' map. In the northern part of the 
map, the Tertiary volcanics are cut by roughly N-S and NW-SE trending faults into nearly 
parallel alternating slices. These faults formed in middle to late Tertiary time during 
regional NE-SW extension followed by E-W extension. In comparison, faults in the south 
strike mainly E-W. Their history may be different from that of their counterparts in the 
north. As Figure 5 demonstrates, by joining the five 7.5' quadrangle geologic maps into 
one map, we can establish a complete picture of the regional geology in our study area. Of 
course, we can also enlarge any part of the map to see detailed geologic features there. 
With the A venue programs, we can also display structural data, such as lineation, 
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foliation, joints, veins, faults , fold axis, etc. on maps (Figures 6, 7, and 8). Figure 7 
demonstrates that the lineation in most parts of the Winterhaven Formation is complex, 
however approaching the VCM fault, the lineations tends to trend roughly E-W, i.e. 
parallel to the VCM fault. The similar pattern appears in the upper plate too. In the POR 
schist, lineations far away from the VCM fault trends mainly NE-SW, whereas those near 
the VCM fault trend, on average, E-W. The lineation far away from the VCM fault may 
have formed during the northeastward subduction along the original VCM thrust, whereas 
those near the VCM fault were affected by the reactivation of the fault at a late stage 
(Jacobson, 1983; Jacobson and Dawson, 1996; Oyarzabal et al., 1997). This reactivation 
event affected the lineations in the Winterhaven Formation, upper plate, and the POR 
schist close to the VCM fault. The Schmidt projection data reveal this phenomenon too 
(Figure 8). The above geologists studied the structures in detail mainly in the Gavillan 
Hills area in Picacho SW quadrangle. Both Figures 4 and 5 indicate that this 
interpretation may be true in the whole area based on the structure patterns discussed 
above. More work needs to be carried out in other areas to test the observation and 
interpretation. 
There are many advantages of converting pager maps into GIS maps. Discussed above 
are a few examples. The next section focuses on how to manipulate the data to extract 
more meaningful geologic information from the complicated maps. 
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DATA MANIPULATION AND ANALYSIS 
As discussed earlier, I converted the geologic maps in our research areas into digital 
GIS maps and also plotted some of the structural measurement data on them with A venue 
programs. By combining these data with other sources of data, especially the DEM data, I 
have also tried to manipulate the data in various ways to extract as much useful 
information as possible. 
Figure 5 is a geologic map, which shows geologic units, contacts, faults, folds, and 
contours. It is a very complicated map and has too much information on one layer. From a 
visualization point of view, it might be better to display different geologic features on 
different layers. For example, if I want to study the regional pattern of linear structures, I 
can extract only these features by issuing a query. Furthermore, I created a shaded relief 
topographic map from the DEM files with Arc View Spatial Analyst, and draped the 
linear features on it (Figure 9). From this map, it is obvious that the major faults of this 
area trend roughly E-W and the VCM fault controls the distribution of the POR schists, 
the upper plate, and the Winterhaven Formation. This map can be further simplified to 
show just the distribution of the major faults and folds, but ignore other information 
(Figure 10). In this way, we can form a more complete picture of the distribution pattern 
of the faults. This strategy of highlighting certain features that are of great interest to us 
and in the meantime suppressing others can allow us to detect the hidden patterns. 
Compared with Figure 5, the 1 :50,000 Picacho 15' quadrangle geologic map (Figure 
4) is even more complicated. For example, at our current research stage, we are interested 
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Geologic Map of Quartz Peak, Picacho SW, Picacho, Picacho Peak, 
and Little Picacho Peak 7.5' quadrangles, Southern California 
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Figure 9. Structural geologic map created by extracting the contacts, faults, and folds 
from the original geologic map (see Figure 5). The base shaded relief topographic map 
was made from the DEM data with Arc View Spatial Analyst. 
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Geologic Map of Quartz Peak, Picacho SW, Picacho, Picacho Peak, 
and Little Picacho Peak 7.5' quadrangles, Southern California 
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Figure 10. Simplified structural geologic map showing major faults (red lines). The base 
hill shaded topographic map was made from the corresponding DEM fils. 
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mainly in the POR schists, the upper plate, and the Winterhaven Formation, and the faults 
of that area. We can create a structural geologic map from the original map that displays 
just these features (Figure 11). From this map, it is now much easier to observe the 
relations between the chosen features. This map reveals several interesting geologic 
phenomena that are not obvious on the original geologic maps. 
~ There is a dome structure in the southwestern comer of the map, which folds the E-W 
trending VCM fault system and exposes the old upper plate rock on top of the 
relatively young POR schist. 
~ There are several roughly parallel E-W trending synclines and anticlines in the 
southern part of the map. The absence of these folds in the north probably indicates 
that these structures were formed before the Tertiary volcanic rocks, so they did not 
affect the relatively younger rocks. 
~ The faults in the southern part of the map trend roughly E-W, whereas those in the 
north trend mainly NE-SW, NW-SE, and N-S. The former may represent relatively 
old tectonic events, while the latter, especially the N-S trending faults, may indicate 
late activities, which may be the result of regional extension and responsible for the 
exhumation of the POR schists. 
Data are very import to geologic research. The above examples demonstrate that 
manipulating data in appropriate ways can get more information from and add extra value 
to the original data. 
\'-
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Figure 11. Geologic map showing the POR schists (Mzo and Mzob ), Winterhaven 
Formation (Jws and Jwd), the upper plate gneiss (Mzg), and the distribution pattern of all 
the faults and shear zones in the Picacho 15-minute quadrangle, southeastern California 
and southwestern Arizona. 
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3D MODELING AND VISUALIZATION 
In the real world, geologic features, such as strata, faults, folds, ore bodies, 
groundwater systems, oil reservoirs, etc. exist as three-dimensional objects. However, on 
flat maps, these 3D objects are represented as two-dimensional polygons and lines. This 
makes it very difficult to establish a complete picture of the spatial relationships of 
geologic features by reading the maps alone. Three-dimensional computer modeling can 
help in this respect. By moving and rotating 3D models, we can observe the objects from 
different angles and distances. We can also simulate the natural environments, such as 
lighting, to achieve better visualization effects. Furthermore, by putting the 3D models in 
a virtual reality environment, we can even interact directly with them, such as grabbing 
and moving them around, walking inside or flying over them, etc. 
Three-dimensional surface modeling with ARC/INFO TIN 
One of the most basic computer constructs for working with 3D is the Triangular 
Irregular Network (TIN). The TIN method was developed in the early 1970s and became 
very popular in the 1980s because of its simplicity. A TIN is composed of points with x, 
y, and z values, and a series of edges joining the points to form triangles. This triangular 
network forms a continuous faceted surface. A TIN can be created from a wide variety of 
data sources, such as ARC/INFO coverages, ASCII files with x, y, z values, and lattices. 
I created several TINs with ARC/INFO from the DEM data of the Picacho SW, 
Picacho, Picacho Peak, and Little Picacho Peak quadrangles. I also wrote an AML 
program (see Appendix 5) to generate 3D surfaces from the TINs. Figure 12 shows the 
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3D model created from the TIN derived from the Picacho 7.5' quadrangle DEM data. The 
user can choose to make either a wireframe surface, or a shaded 3D terrain model, control 
the resolution of the surface, drape geologic features on the surface, and specify the layout 
of the model, such as the title, scale bar, north arrow, legend, page size, etc. 
By combining TIN with GRID, I made another terrain model with geologic contacts 
and faults draped on it (Figure 13). 
Besides ARC/INFO TIN and GRID, Arc View 3D Analyst is also capable of 3D 
modeling. Using the same DEM data as Figures 12 and 13, I created a 3D terrain model 
of the Picacho 7 .5' quadrangle (Figure 14 ). 
Three-dimensional modeling and visualization with computer graphics and virtual 
reality 
Compared with the two-dimensional geologic maps, the 3D topographic and geologic 
maps created with ARCPLOT and Arc View 3D Analyst are very helpful for visualizing 
the spatial relationships of geologic features. However, at present, both ARC/INFO and 
Arc View have very limited capacities of lighting, shading, and texture mapping, which 
are extremely important for 3D visualization. In order to address these problems in our 
research, I wrote my own C++, OpenGL, and VR programs (Appendices 6 and 7) to 
perform 3D modeling and visualization in virtual reality environments. 
Virtual Reality (VR) is a very powerful human-computer interface (Burdea and 
Coiffet, 1994). This emerging 3D visualization technology is widely used in terrain 
modeling for flight and combat training purposes, medical education (especially surgery 
simulation), outer space exploration, architecture, natural resource exploration, scientific 
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Figure 12. 3D Picacho 7.5' quadrangle geologic map. It was created by draping the 2D 
geologic map on the 3D terrain model made with ARC/INFO TIN. The vertical 
exaggeration is 7. 
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Figure 13. 3D terrain model of the Picacho 7.5' quadrangle. It was created with the 
ARC/INFO TIN and GRID. The lines are the geologic contacts and faults. The observer 
is now in the north (bottom) of the map looking southward (top). The vertical 
exaggeration is 7. 
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Figure 14. 3D terrain model of the Picacho 7.5' quadrangle. It was generated with 
ArcView 3D Analyst. 
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research and education, entertainment, etc. With special display devices, such as Head 
Mounted Displays (HMD), booms, and large projection screens; tracking and interactive 
input facilities, such as wands (3D mouse); and sensing gloves, the user can move inside 
the virtual reality world and interact with the virtual object with an immersive and real 
feeling. 
The CA VE (CA VE Automatic Virtual Environment) virtual reality system was 
developed at the Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL) at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago by Carolina Cruz-Neira and other faculty and students. It was first displayed at 
the SIGGRAPH '92 conference. Subsequently, Dr. Carolina Cruz-Neira and other 
researchers at the Iowa State University designed the C2 VR system based on the CAVE 
system. The projection-based C2 hardware system includes four screens, stereo glasses, 
wands, sensing gloves, tracking systems, audio system, and Silicon Graphics Onyx 
workstations. The operation of the system is controlled by the CA VE library of C 
functions and macros. This VR system offered a great opportunity for me to do real-time 
3D visualization of the geologic features in southeastern California and southwestern 
Arizona. 
I first created a 3D terrain model of the Picacho SW 7.5' quadrangle from the DEM 
data (Figure 15). With texture mapping techniques, I draped the Picacho SW quadrangle 
geologic map on the terrain model and turned it into a 3D geologic map (Figure 16). 
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Figure 15. 3D terrain model of Picacho SW quadrangle, southern California created with 
my OpenGL program (see Appendix 5 for details). The user can manipulate the position 
of the Sun, point of view, field of view, and fly over the model to have a better view of it. 
The vertical exaggeration is 7. 
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Figure 16. 3D geologic map of Picacho SW quadrangle, southern California. It was 
created by texture mapping the geologic features on the terrain model (see Figure 15). 
The vertical exaggeration is 7. 
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With the buttons, scale bars, and menus, the user can choose to view a wire frame or 
shaded terrain model, or a 3D geologic map. He can also easily rotate the model to 
observe every aspect of the model and manipulate the lighting to achieve better 
visualization effects. 
With the 3D terrain and geologic models created, the next step was to export these 
models to the C2 virtual reality environment to do real-time immersive visualization. 
Due to the high user demands on the C2 facilities at the Iowa Center for Emerging 
Manufacturing Technology (ICEMT), I had to depend mainly on the simulated C2 virtual 
reality environment using a SGI 02 workstation to visualize my data. However, my data 
set, which includes both the GIS map and the DEM data, is extremely large. The 7.5' 
DEM data have a horizontal resolution of 30 x 30 m and cover an area of about 12 x 14 
km. Thus the grid has roughly 188,400 cells. Among other things, the normal of each cell 
has to be calculated for lighting and shading. Texture mapping of the geologic features on 
the terrain model is even more computationally demanding. The amount of computation 
is too large for an SGI 02 workstation. In order to get around this problem, I tried the 
multi-resolution method to reduce the overall resolution of the model, while maintaining 
a high resolution for the spot that the user is looking at. Although this strategy helps quite 
a lot, the frame rate is still very low (2-3 f/s). In order to increase the frame rate to a 
reasonable level for real-time visualization, I exported only the northern half of the 3D 
terrain model into the simulated C2 virtual reality space (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. 3D terrain model in the simulated CA VE virtual reality environment, in which 
the user can walk inside or fly over the model. The red ball above the model is the 
simulated user's head. The positions and orientations of the user's head are recorded by 
the tracking devices attached, and the model is rendered accordingly to achieve real-time 
interactive visualization. 
By manipulating the simulated immersive display mode, the user's head, and the 
wand, the user can navigate through the 3D virtual space, or fly through it with six 
degrees of freedom. The movement and rotation of the simulated user's head within the 
C2 is controlled by the arrow keys, with the left, right, up, and down arrow keys used to 
move the head left, right, forward, and backward respectively. Pressing the SHIFT key 
together with the up or down arrow keys moves the head up and down, respectively. 
Pressing the ALT and the left, right, up, or down arrow keys rotates the head left, right, 
up, and down respectively. The simulated wand is controlled by the mouse. Pressing the 
CTRL key and moving the mouse moves the wand left, right, forward, and backward, 
while pressing the SHIFT key and moving the mouse moves the wand left, right, up, and 
down. Pressing the ALT key and moving the mouse rotates the wand. 
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The 3D terrain and geologic models are very helpful for field geologic research and 
mapping. It is obvious from Figure 12, 15, and 16 that topography is affected to some 
extent by geology, especially the physical properties of the geologic units and geologic 
structures, such as faults, fractures, folds, etc. For example, in our research area, the 
Winterhaven Formation (Jws and Jwd) is relatively soft and cut by abundant fractures. It 
is less weathering resistance and always forms lower and flatter topography. In contrast, 
the Tertiary volcanics (e.g. Tv, Tt, Tq, Tqi, etc.) are very tough rocks that form higher 
topography. With this 3D geologic map, we can easily trace geologic contacts and faults 
and identify some geologic units within the field. 
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SUMMARY 
The geology of southern California and southwestern Arizona has been studied 
extensively since the late 1950s, and a huge amount of data has been collected from both 
field investigation and lab studies. Although some of the data have been published, much 
of the work still remains as either unpublished thesis maps or federal or state agency 
open-file reports. This limits the accessibility of researchers to the data. Therefore, I have 
taken the following approaches to make both our newly collected data and previous data 
more useful. 
First, I digitized the Picacho SW, Picacho, Picacho Peak, Little Picacho Peak, and 
Quartz Peak 7.5' quadrangle geologic maps, and the 1:50,000 Picacho 15' quadrangle 
geologic map. After editing and coding all the geologic features, mainly geologic units 
(polygons), and contacts, faults, and folds (lines), I joined some of the quadrangles 
together and generated several digital geologic maps. With the DEM data, purchased 
from the USGS, I also created contour lines and shaded relief topographic maps, and 
combined them with the geologic maps. On the color maps, some geologic features, 
which were not noticed before, became quite obvious. For example, in Figure 4, it is clear 
that the major geologic units, such as the POR schists (Mzo ), upper plate, Winterhaven 
Formation (Jws and Jwd), Tertiary volcanic and intrusive rocks (e.g. Tq and Tqi), 
Tertiary conglomerates (Tf), etc., were cut into N-S trending and roughly parallel slices. 
This evidence further supports the theory that the POR schists were finally uplifted to the 
surface or near surface by regional extensional faulting in middle Tertiary time (Jacobson 
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et al., 1996, Oyarzabal et al, 1997). Associated with this extensional event were the 
extensive volcanic activities in southeastern California and southwestern Arizona. 
Another observation is that the POR schists, Winterhaven Formation, and the upper plate 
rocks are very closely associated with the VCM fault system. This indicates that the VCM 
fault played an important role in the formation and exhumation of the POR schists. Since 
the VCM fault does not cut through Tertiary and younger rocks, it must be formed no 
later than Tertiary time. This also supports the proposed metamorphic ages of the POR 
schists (39 to 85 Ma), based on 40 Ar/39 Ar dating (Jacobson, 1990). 
Second, I have tried to manipulate the data in a variety of ways to extract more 
meaningful information. As discussed earlier, by doing this we found some interesting 
geologic phenomena. Figure 11 is a good example. By hiding the complicated Tertiary 
rock units, the overall patterns of the faults in that region and the relationship between the 
VCM fault and the POR schists become even more obvious. For example, in the northern 
part of the map, the upper plate gneiss (Mzg) crops out along the NNE-SSW and the 
NNW-SSE faults, whereas in the southern part of the map, the POR schists (Mzo) and the 
upper plate rock is exposed along the E-W trending VCM fault. This indicates that the 
POR schists were originally formed along the VCM thrust by subduction beneath the 
upper plate. Later, the VCM thrust was reactivated and the POR schists were exhumed 
along the fault to shallow crustal levels (Jacobson et al. , 1996). The Tertiary regional 
extension further uplifted the POR schists along with the upper plate rocks. 
Finally, I tried to introduce 3D modeling and visualization techniques of computer 
graphics and virtual reality into our research. Due to the nature of geologic research, 
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which deals mainly with three-dimensional objects, my tentative experiments indicate 
that 3D modeling and visualization of geologic features in an immersive virtual reality 
environment is very helpful to observe the spatial relationships of various geologic units 
and structures. The observer can examine the object from different angles and distance, 
and manipulate lighting to achieve better visualization effects. 
I have also written many AML, Avenue, C++, OpenGL, and CAVE programs for this 
project, which to some extent extended the capability of the ARC/INFO and Arcview GIS 
in geologic mapping and analysis. The programs and instructions are listed in the 
appendixes. 
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APPENDIX 1. print_cov.aml AML PROGRAM 
/ *************************************************************** 
/ * This AML program can be used to plot 2D maps with Arcplot 
/ * Created by Bai Tian, Iowa State University. 
/ *March 18, 1997. 
/ *************************************************************** 
le 
&sv newcover [response 'Enter the name of the coverage to plot'] 
&type The coverage you choose is %newcover% 
&sv copycover [response 'Enter output coverage name'] 
&type The output coverage name you choose is %copycover% 
&type Copying %newcover% to %copycover% 
copy %newcover% %copycover% 
initarc 
ap 
arcs %copycover% 
disp 1040 1 
/ ** Name of the output graphics file 
&sv out_gra [response 'Enter the name of the output graphics file:'] 
%out_gra% 
&type The map created with this AML will be saved as a graphics file 
&echo &brief 
/ **set page / map units and size 
mapunits meters 
pageunit inches 
pagesize 11 8.5 
mapposition lr 10.8 0.2 
&sv map_scale [response 'Enter map scale'] 
mapscale %map_scale% 
/ **define map area 
mape %copycover% 
/ ** set date and time 
&date_format dmy/ . 
&sv todays_date = [date -USA] 
/ ** draw neat line 
lineset plotter.lin 
linesymbol 8 
box 0.2 0 . 2 10.7 8 
linesymbol 12 
box 0.1 0.1 10.9 8.1 
clearsel 
/ **draw arcs and shaded polygons 
shadeset plotter.shd 
lineset plotter.lin 
shadesymbol 24 
linesymbol 1 
arcs %copycover% 
polygonshade %copycover% geounit_code geounit_lut 
polygons %copycover% 
clearsel 
/ **Title 
textset font.txt 
textsyrnbol 16 
textsize 0.35 
move 1 7.5 
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text '7.5 minute quadrangle geologic map' 
/ **north arrow 
markerset north.mrk 
markersyrnbol 12 
markersize 0.5 
marker 9.9 1 
textjustification LL 
move 0.6 0.9 
textsize 0.1 
text %todays_date% 
move 0.6 0.8 
&sv yourname [response 'Enter your name') 
text %yourname % 
&echo &off 
quit / *leaving Arcplot 
/ *display the graphics file in Arc 
initarc 
draw %out_gra% 9999 3 
&return 
clearsel 
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APPENDIX 2. plot_strike_dip.ave AVENUE PROGRAM 
'*********************************************** *********************** 
'This avenue program can be used to plot strike and dip symbols 
'interactively on the screen. 
'Created by Bai Tian, Iowa State University. 
'January 26, 1998. 
'******************************************** ****************** ******* * 
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
theDpy = theView . GetDisplay 
theGList = theView.GetGraphics 
pointList = theView.GetObjectTag 
if(nil=pointList) then 
pointList = List.Make 
theView.SetObjectTag(pointList) 
end 
'Get a point on the screen 
aMousePoint = theDpy.GetMouseLoc 
'Clone the mouse point to preserve its value 
aPoint = aMousePoint.Clone 
ax aPoint . GetX 
aY = aPoint.GetY 
'Calculate the second point according to the strike direction 
strike= MsgBox . Input( "Enter strike in degree:", "Strike", "0" ) 
if(strike = nil) then 
MsgBox.Warning("Point canceled", "Entering strike") 
exit 
else 
degree = strike.AsNumber 
r=degree.AsRadians 
xx= 0.2*r.Sin 
yy = 0.2*r.Cos 
secondPoint = point.make(aX+xx,aY+yy) 
aLine = Line . Make(aPoint, secondPoint) 
aGLine = GraphicShape.make(aLine) 
'Calculate the mid point of the strike line 
Xm =ax+ (xx /2 .0) 
Ym = aY+(yy/2.0) 
aMidPoint = point.make(Xm, Ym) 
'Calculate the dip end point 
alpha = degree 
alphaR= alpha . AsRadians 
xxx = O.l*alphaR.Cos 
yyy = O. l*alphaR.Sin 
aTicEnd = point.make(Xm-xxx , Ym + yyy) 
aTicLine = Line.Make(aMidPoint, aTicEnd) 
aGTicLine = GraphicShape.Make(aTicLine) 
'Get a label for this point 
aLabel = MsgBox . Input( "Label Dip in degree: 
if(nil = aLabel) then 
MsgBox .Warning("Point canceled", "Label dip") 
"Label Dip", "0") 
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EXIT 
else 
aGLabel 
end 
GraphicText.Make(ALabel, aTicEnd) 
'Add graphics to the graphic list 
theGList.Add(aGLine) 
theGlist . Add(aGTicLine) 
theGList.Add(aGLabel) 
'Select all the entities and group them into a single symbol 
aGLine.Select 
aGTicLine.Select 
aGLabel . Select 
theGList.GroupSelected 
end 
'Clear the selection from the graphic list 
theGList.UnselectAll 
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APPENDIX 3. plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave AVENUE PROGRAM 
'********************************************************************** 
'This avenue program can be used to plot strike and dip symbols 
'automatically by reading the required data from ARC / INFO tables or 
'external files, and join them together if necessary. 
'Created by Bai Tian, Iowa State University. 
'June 23,199 8 , modified July 2 , 1998. 
'********************************************************************** 
av.SetName("Structure Project") 
'Join or link tables 
joinLinkTables = MsgBox.YesNo("Join / Link tables before plotting?", 
"Join / Link tables", true) 
if(joinLinkTables) then 
toTableName = MsgBox.Input("Enter name of the joint to table:", "") 
toTable = av.GetProject.FindDoc(toTableName) 
if(toTable =nil) then 
MsgBox.Warning("Table "+ toTableName +"does not exit!", "") 
exit 
else 
toVTab = toTable.GetVTab 
end 
fromTableName = MsgBox.Input("Enter name of the joint from 
table:", "") 
fromTable = av.GetProject.FindDoc(fromTableName) 
if(fromTable =nil) then 
MsgBox.Warning("Table "+ fromTableName +"does not exit!", "") 
exit 
else 
fromVTab = fromTable.GetVTab 
end 
'Define the common joining field 
joinField = MsgBox.Input("Enter the common joining field:", "") 
toField = toVtab.FindField(joinField) 
fromField = fromVTab.FindField(joinField) 
if((fromField =nil) or (toField = nil))then 
MsgBox.Warning("The fields doe not exit!", "") 
exit 
else 
'Join or link the tables 
'toVTab.Link(toField, fromVTab, fromField) 
toVtab.Join(toField, fromVTab, fromField) 
end 
'Read x y coordinates, strike, dip data from the table 
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
theDpy = theView.GetDisplay 
theGList = theView.GetGraphics 
pointList = theView.GetObjectTag 
if(nil=pointList) then 
pointList = List.Make 
theView.SetObjectTag(pointList) 
end 
'Open a feature table with x, y, strike and dip fields 
aTableName = MsgBox.Input("Enter name of the data table:", '"') 
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theTable = av.Getproject.FindDoc(aTableName) 
if(theTable =nil) then 
MsgBox.Warning("Canceled!", "") 
Exit 
end 
theVTab = theTable.GetVTab 
xField = theVTab.FindField("x") 
yField = theVTab.FindField("y") 
strikeField theVTab.FindField("Trnd") 
aLabelField = theVTab.FindField("Plng") 
'Show working progress 
av.ShowStopButton 
av. ShowMsg ("Working ... ") 
'Select the data to be plotted 
for each rec in theVTab.GetSelection 
ax= theVTab.ReturnValue(xField, rec) 
aY = theVTab.ReturnValue(yField, rec) 
aPoint = Point.Make(aX, aY) 
'Calculate the second point according to the strike 
strike = theVTab.ReturnValue(strikeField, rec) 
degree = strike - 90 
r=degree.AsRadians 
xx= 0.l*r . Sin 
yy = O.l*r.Cos 
secondPoint = point.make(aX+xx,aY+yy) 
'Create a strike line 
aLine = Line.Make(aPoint, secondPoint) 
aGLine = GraphicShape.make(aLine) 
'Calculate mid point of the strike l i ne 
Xm = aX+ (xx/2.0) 
Ym = aY+(yy/2.0) 
aMidPoint = point.make(Xm, Ym) 
alpha = degree 
alphaR= alpha.AsRadians 
xxx 0 .05*alphaR . Cos 
yyy = 0 .0 5*alphaR . Sin 
'Creat a dip line at 90 degree to the strike line 
aTicEnd = point.make(Xm-xxx, Ym + yyy) 
aTicLine = Line.Make(aMidPoint, aTicEnd) 
aGTicLine = GraphicShape.Make(aTicLine) 
'Put the dip angle as the label 
aLabel = 90 - theVTab.ReturnValue(aLabelField, rec) 
aGLabel = GraphicText.Make(ALabel.AsString, aTicEnd) 
'Add graphics to the graphic list 
theGList.Add(aGLine) 
theGlist.Add(aGTicLine) 
theGList.Add(aGLabel) 
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'Select all the three entities and group them into a single symbol 
aGLine.Select 
aGTicLine.Select 
aGLabel.Select 
theGList.GroupSelected 
'Clear the selection from the graphic list after grouping 
theGList.UnselectAll 
'Show progress of the project 
more = av.SetWorkingStatus 
'Press the Stop button to interrupt the plotting process 
if(not more ) then 
break 
end 
end 'end the for loop 
'Clear the status message and the Stop button when done 
av.ClearMsg 
av.SetStatus(lOO) 
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APPENDIX 4. equalAreaProj.ave AVENUE PROGRAM 
'******************************************************************** ** 
'This program can be used to create Schmidt equal area project i on 
'diagrams automatically by reading the trend and plunge data o f linear 
'and planar structures from ARC / INFO tables or external files . 
'Created by Bai Tian, Iowa State University. 
'December 8, 1998. 
'********************************************************** ***** ******* 
av . SetName( "Structure Project") 
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
theDpy = theView.GetDisplay 
theGList = theView.GetGraphics 
pointList = theView.GetObjectTag 
if(nil=pointList) then 
pointList = List.Make 
theView.SetObjectTag(pointList) 
end 
'Create the projection circle 
'Get a point on the screen for the center of the circle 
aMousePoint = theDpy.GetMouseLoc 
aPoint = aMousePoint.Clone 
circX = aPoint.GetX 
circY = aPoint.GetY 
PointO = Point.Make(circX, circY) 
aRadius = MsgBox.Input("Enter radius of the projection circle:", 
II IT) 
R = aRadius.AsNumber 
aCircle = Circle.Make(PointO, R) 
aGCircle = GraphicShape.make(aCircle) 
pointl Point . Make(circX-R, circY) 
point2 Point.Make(circX+R, circY) 
point3 Point.Make(circX, circY-R) 
point4 Point.Make(circX, circY+R) 
LineHoriz = Line .Make(pointl, point2) 
LineVert = Line.Make(point3, point4) 
GLineHoriz = GraphicShape.make(LineHoriz) 
GLineVert = GraphicShape .make(LineVert) 
'Join or link tables 
joinLinkTables = MsgBox.YesNo("Join/Link tables before plotting?", 
"Join/ Link tables", true) 
if(joinLinkTables) then 
toTableName = MsgBox. Input ("Enter name of the joint to table: ", "" ) 
toTable = av.GetProject.FindDoc(toTableName) 
if(toTable = nil) then 
MsgBox . Warning( "Table "+ toTableName +"does not exit!", "") 
exit 
else 
toVTab = toTable.GetVTab 
end 
fromTableName = MsgBox.Input("Enter name of the joint from table :", 
IT IT) 
fromTable = av.GetProject.FindDoc(fromTableName) 
if(fromTable = nil) then 
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MsgBox. Warning ( "Table "+ fromTableName +"does not exit! ", " ") 
exit 
else 
fromVTab = fromTable.GetVTab 
end 
'Define the common joining field 
joinField = MsgBox.Input("Enter the common joining field:", "") 
toField = toVtab.FindField(joinField) 
fromField = fromVTab.FindField(joinField) 
if((fromField =nil) or (toField =nil) )then 
MsgBox.Warning("The fields doe not exit!", "") 
exit 
else 
'Join or link the tables 
'toVTab.Link(toField, fromVTab, fromField) 
toVtab.Join(toField, fromVTab, fromField) 
end 
end 
'Read x y coordinates, trend, and plunge data from the table 
'Open a feature table which has x y trend and plunge fields 
aTableName = MsgBox.Input("Enter name of the data / feature table:", 
1111) 
theTable = av.Getproject.FindDoc(aTableName) 
if(theTable =nil) then 
MsgBox.Warning("Canceled!", "") 
Exit 
end 
theVTab = theTable.GetVTab 
trendField = theVTab.FindField( "Trnd") 
plungeField = theVTab.FindField("Plng") 
'Put plunge value as the label 
labelPlng = MsgBox.YesNo("Put plunge as label?", "Label plunge", true) 
'Show working progress 
av.ShowStopButton 
av. ShowMsg ("Working ... ") 
'Select some / all points on the screen or in the table 
for each rec in theVTab.GetSelection 
atrend = theVTab.ReturnValue(trendField, rec) 
aDip = theVTab.ReturnValue(plungeField, rec) 
trend atrend.AsRadians 
plunge= ((90-aDip) / 2) .AsRadians 
'Plot steronet projection 
ar 2.0.sqrt*R* plunge.Sin 
ax= ar*(trend) .Sin 
aY = ar*(trend) .Cos 
aPoint = Point.Make(circX + ax, circY + aY) 
aGPoint = GraphicShape.make(aPoint) 
'label the point with plunge value 
if(labelPlng) then 
aLabel = theVTab.ReturnValue(plungeField, rec) 
aGLabel = GraphicText.Make(ALabel.AsString, aPoint) 
theGList.Add(aGLabel) 
end 
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'Add the projection point to the graphic list 
theGlist.Add(aGPoint) 
'Select all the graphics and group them into a single symbol 
aGPoint.Select 
if(labelPlng) then 
aGLabel.Select 
end 
'Show progress of the project 
more = av.SetWorkingStatus 
'If the Stop button if pressed 
if(not more ) then 
break 
end 
end 'end the for loop 
theGlist.Add(aGCircle) 
theGlist.Add(GLineHoriz) 
theGlist.Add(GLineVert) 
GLineHoriz.Select 
GLineVert.Select 
aGCircle . Select 
theGList.GroupSelected 
'Clear the selection from the graphic list after grouping 
theGList . UnselectAll 
'Clear the status message and the Stop button when done 
av . ClearMsg 
av.SetStatus(lOO) 
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APPENDIX 5. 3D_surface.aml AML PROGRAM 
/********************************************************************** 
/* This AML program can be used to create a 3D terrain 
/* model with geologic units and linear structures draped on it. 
/* Created by Bai Tian, Iowa State University. 
/* January 8 , 1998. 
/********************************************************************** 
/*list the coverages and tins available at the current workspace 
le 
lt 
/* Involking Arcplot 
ap 
display 1040 /* plot to a graphics file 
/** Name of the output graphics file 
&sv out_gra [response ''] 
%out_gra% 
&type The map to be plotted will be saved as a graphics file 
/**set page/map units and size 
le 
&sv selct_poly_cov [response 'Enter t he name of the coverage to plot'] 
mape %selct_poly_cov% 
mapunits meters 
pageunit inches 
pagesize 11 8.5 
mapposition lr 10.8 0.5 
&sv map_scale [response 'Enter map scale: 24000 or 50000'] 
mapscale %map_scale% 
/**select a surface/tin 
list tin 
&sv selct tin [response 'Enter the name of the tin to plot'] 
surface tin %selct tin% 
surfacedefaults /*set observer position to default 
/*surfaceobserver relative 180 25 3000 
&sv surface_color [response 'Select a color for the surface: 
white, green, yellow'] 
linecolor %surface_color% 
SURFACEDRAPE MESH DIAGONAL 20 
SURFACEDRAPE surfaceshade 
/**plot a polygon coverage on this 3-D surface 
&sv shade set [response 'Select a shadeset file: 
plotter,color,colornames'] 
shadeset %shade set% 
/* shade the geounit polygons with a lookup table 
SurfaceDrape polygonshades %selct_poly_cov% geounit_code geounit_lut 
/**plot a line coverage? 
&if [query 'Plot a line coverage on top of the geounit coverage? yes/no' 
.FALSE.] &then &do 
&sv line_color [response 'Enter color for the line coverage: 
white,green,yellow,black . . . '] 
linecolor %line color% 
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/ *&sv line_symbol[response 'Enter the line symbol for the line 
/ *coverage(l-52) '] 
/ *linesymbol %line_symbol % 
SurfaceDrape arcs %selct_poly_cov% 
&end 
/ ** keylegent of geounits 
linecolor white 
linesymbol 1 
TEXTSIZE 0.12 0.1 
&sv key_text_color [response 'Enter color for the legend 
text:white,green,yellow, ... '] 
textcolor %key_text_color% 
textfont times 
keybox 0.15 0.1 
keyseparation 0.06 0.08 
KEYPOSITION 0.3 2.3 
/ * draw key legentd with a keylengend file(polygon.key) 
keyshade polygon.key 
/ *draw a neat line 
&sv neat line_color [response 'Enter color for the neat line 
:white,green,yellow, ... '] 
linecolor %neat_line_color% 
&sv neat_line_symbol [response 'Enter the line symbol for the neat 
line(l-52)'] 
linesymbol %neat_line_symbol % 
BOX 0.1 0.06 10.9 8.4 
/ * Title of the map 
textcolor green 
textfont times 
textsize 0.35 0.22 
move 0.7 7.8 
text 'Topographic and Geologic Map of Picacho_sw' 
/ * draw scale a bar (1 mile = 63360 inch; for 1:50000 scale, 1 mile 
I * =l. 267 inch) 
linecolor yellow 
linesymbol 3 
box 7.0 1 10.801 1.1 
line 7.0 1 7.0 0.9 
line 8.267 1.1 8.267 0.9 
line 9.534 1.1 9.534 0.9 
line 10.801 1 10.801 0.9 
/ *draw text on the scale bar 
&sv legend_text_color [response 'Enter scale bar text 
color:white,green,yellow, ... '] 
textcolor %legend_text_color% 
textsize 0.13 0.1 
move 8.18 1.25 
text 'Scale: 1:50,000' 
move 7.0 0.76 
TEXT '0 miles' 
move 8.267 0.76 
TEXT 'l' 
move 9.534 0.76 
TEXT '2' 
move 10.801 0.76 
text '3' 
patch 7.0 1 8.267 1.1 
box 8.267 1 9.534 1.1 
patch 9.534 1 10.801 1.1 
box 7.0 1 10.801 1.1 
box 7.0 1 8.267 1.1 
box 9.534 1 10.801 1.1 
/*draw a north arrow 
markerset north.mrk 
markersymbol 12 
markersize 1 
marker 8.9 2.2 
/*&echo &off 
quit /*leaving Arcplot 
/*display the graphics file in Arc 
initarc 
draw %out_gra% 9999 3 
&return 
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APPENDIX 6. 3D_geomap.cpp C++/OpenGL PROGRAM 
//********** ************************************************************ 
II This program can be used to create 3D terrain and geologic models. 
II By manipulating lighting and shading, fogging, and texture mapping 
II with the buttons, scale bars, and menus, the user can get better 
II visualization effects. He can also observe the model from different 
II angles and perspective of views by rotating and moving it around. 
II 
II Author: Bai Tian, Iowa State University 
II Date: December 8, 1997 
// ********************************************************************** 
#include "BulletinBoardl.h" 
#include <Vk/VkEZ.h> 
#include <GL/GLwMDrawA.h> 
#include <Sgm/Dial.h> 
#include <Xrn/BulletinB .h> 
#include <Xrn/Frame.h> 
#include <Xrn/Label .h> 
#include <Xrn/PushB .h> 
#include <Xrn/Scale .h> 
#include <Xrn/Separator .h> 
#include <Vk/VkResource.h> 
#include <Vk/VkOptionMenu.h> 
#include <Vk/VkMenuitem.h> 
#include <Vk/VkWindow.h> 
#include <Vk/VkMenuBar.h> 
#include <Vk/VkSubMenu .h> 
extern void VkUnimplemented ( Widget , const char * ) ; 
#include <GL/gl.h> 
#include <GL/ glu.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <iostream .h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include "XwindowSupport.h " 
float theColor[4) = {0.0, 0. 0' 0.0, 1. 0}; 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
int 
float 
float 
float 
float 
viewX=O.O; //parameters for the perspective projection 
viewY=S000.0; 
viewZ=600.0; 
lookatX=0.0; 
l ookatY=800 .0; 
lookatZ=0.0; 
fovy=lO; // field of view along Y direction 
SunPositionX=O.O ; 
SunPositionY=O.O; 
SunPosit i onZ=30 .0; 
Ratio=l.l; //perspective 
int i,j; 
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int x 
int y 
int z 
int tex; 
0; 
1410; 
0; 
/I X coordinate of the terrain model 
//Y coordinate of the terrain model 
//Height. It can also be other values. 
//Texture element, i.e. RGB value 
int pointZ[l88400 ) ; //Hold the DEM data 
int control = 2; // 0-show points; 1-show wireframe; 2-shaded surface 
#define XWINDOWSIZE 
#define YWINDOWSIZE 
1000 
900 
#define checkimageWidth 256 
#define checkimageHeight 256 
GLubyte checkimage[checkimageHeight) [checkimageWidth) [3]; 
ifstream ins_top,ins_text; 
BulletinBoardl: :BulletinBoardl(const char *name, Widget parent) 
BulletinBoardlUI(name, parent) 
II End Constructor 
BulletinBoardl: :BulletinBoardl(const char *name) 
BulletinBoardlUI(name) 
II End Constructor 
BulletinBoardl: :-BulletinBoardl() 
{ 
II End Destructor 
canst char * BulletinBoardl: :className() II classname 
{ 
return ("BulletinBoardl"); 
II End className() 
void BulletinBoardl: :Rotate ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
fovy = EZ(_dial); 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl: :Rotate() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doControlPoint ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
// fly over 
for(int i=O;i<20;i++) 
{ 
lookatY = lookatY + 20*sin(i); 
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lookatX = lookatX + lO*cos(i); 
viewZ = viewZ+50; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
} 
} // End BulletinBoardl::doControlPoint() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doResetButton ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
viewX=O.O; //perspective projection 
viewY=5000.0; 
viewZ= 800.0; 
lookatX=O.O; 
lookatY=700.0; 
lookatZ=O.O; 
fovy=lO; 
SunPositionX 0 .0; 
SunPositionY 0 .0; 
SunPositionY 30.0; 
Ratio=l.l; 
EZ(_scalel) O; 
EZ(_scale2) = 250; 
EZ(_scale3) = 40; 
EZ(_dial) = 10; 
EZ(_hwRatial) = 1; 
EZ(_lookatX) O; 
EZ( _ lookatY) = 350; 
EZ(_lookatZ) = O; 
EZ(_sunX) O; 
EZ (_sunY) 0; 
EZ(_sunZ) 3; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl::doResetButton() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doScalel ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
viewX = EZ(_scalel)*20; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl: :doScalel() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doScale2 ( Widge t w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
viewY = EZ(_scale2)*20 ; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl::doScale2() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doScale3 ( Widge t w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
viewZ = EZ(_scale3)*20; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl: :doScale3() 
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void BulletinBoardl: : doShaded ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
// generate a shaded surface 
control = 2; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl::doShaded() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doSunX ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
SunPositionX=EZ(_sunX)*lO; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl: :doSunX() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doSunY ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
SunPositionY=EZ(_sunY)*lO; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl: :doSunY() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doSunZ ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
SunPositionZ = EZ(_sunZ)*lO; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl::doSunZ() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doTextureMap ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
control = 3; // texture mapping 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl::doTextureMap() 
void BulletinBoardl: :doWireframe ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
// generate a wireframe surface 
control = 1; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl: :doWireframe() 
void BulletinBoardl: :drawScene ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
makeGLCurrent(); 
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 
glLoadidentity(); 
gluPerspective(fovy,Ratio,20,-200); 
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW); 
glLoadidentity(); 
gluLookAt(viewX,viewY,viewZ,lookatX, l ookatY,lookatZ,0 . 0,1 . 0,0.0); 
glViewport(O, 0, 1000 , 900); 
glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); 
glClearColor(0,0,0,1); 
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glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT J GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 
glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
glClearDepth(lOO); 
glEnable(GL_LIGHTING ) ; 
glEnable(GL_LIGHTO); 
glEnable(GL_NORMALIZE); 
g1Enable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); 
glEnable(GL_FOG); 
glEnable(GL_LINE_SMOOTH); 
glEnable(GL_BLEND); 
glBlendFunc(GL_SRC_ALPHA,GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA ) ; 
glHint(GL_LINE_SMOOTH_HINT, GL_DONT_CARE); 
GLfloat lmodel_ambient[] = {0,0.5,0,0.4}; 
GLfloat spotO_direction[] = {0,0,0,0}; 
GLfloat lightO_position[] = 
{SunPositionX*20,SunPositionY*20,SunPositionZ*20,l}; 
GLfloat lightO_ambient[] = {1,1,1,1}; 
GLfloat lightO_diffuse[] = {0.9,0.9,0.9,l}; 
GLfloat lightO_specular[] = {l,l,l,0}; 
glLightModelfv(GL_LIGHT_MODEL_AMBIENT,lmodel_ ambient); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_AMBIENT,lightO_ambient); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_DIFFUSE,lightO_diffuse ); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_SPECULAR,lightO_specular); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_POSITION,lightO_position); 
glLightf(GL_LIGHTO, GL_CONSTANT_ATTENUATION, 1. 0) ; 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_SPOT_DIRECTION, spotO_direction); 
int fogMode; 
float fogColor[4] 
double s=O; 
double t=l; 
//fogMode GL_EXP; 
//fogMode GL_ EXP2; 
{0.5, 0.9, 0.5, 1.0}; 
fogMode = GL_ LINEAR; 
glFogi(GL_FOG_MODE, fogMode); 
glFogfv(GL_FOG_COLOR, fogColor); 
glFogf(GL_FOG_DENSITY, 1.0); 
glHint(GL_FOG_HINT, GL_DONT_CARE); 
glFogf(GL_FOG_START, 1.0); 
glFogf(GL_FOG_END, 0 .1); 
//glClearColor(0 .5, 0 .5, 0.5, 1 .0); // Fog col or 
//Rotate the model so that Y is up 
glPushMatrix(); 
glTranslatef(-300,-700 ,0); 
glPushMatrix(); 
glRotatef(-90,1,0,0); 
//Draw shaded terrain model 
if(control==2) 
{ 
y = 1350; 
x = O; 
glBegin(GL_QUAD_STRIP); 
for(i=8000;i<186000; i++) 
{ 
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glNormal3f( - 0 . 75*(pointZ[i+l]-pointZ[i]) ,0.75*(pointZ[i+400]-
pointZ [i]), 2. 25); 
if( (i+1) %400 ==0) 
glNormal3f(-0.75*(pointZ[i-1 ]-pointZ[i]) ,0 . 75*(pointZ[i+400]-
pointZ[i]), 2.25); 
g1Vertex3f(x/ 2.0, y/2.0, pointZ[i]/2.0); 
glNormal3f(-0.75*(pointZ[i+401]-
pointZ[i+400]) ,0.75*(pointZ[i+800]-pointZ[i+4 00 ] ) ,2.25); 
if( (i+l)%400 ==0) 
glNormal3f( - 0.75*(pointZ[i+399]-
pointZ[i+400]) ,0.75*(pointZ[i+800]-pointZ[i+400]) ,2 . 25); 
g1Vertex3f(x/ 2.0, (y- 3)/2.0, pointZ[i+400]/2.0 ); 
x= x + 3; 
if(x%1200 == 0) 
{x 0; 
y = y - 3; 
} 
} //end for 
glEnd(); 
} I / end if 
//Draw shaded terrain model with geologic features mapped on it 
if(control==3) 
{ 
y 1350; 
x O; 
glPixelStorei(GL_UNPACK_ALIGNMENT, 1); 
glTeximage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, 3 , checkimageWidth, 
checkimageHeight, 0, GL_RGB, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, 
&checkimage[OJ [OJ [OJ); 
glTexParameterf(GL_ TEXTURE_ 2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S, GL_CLAMP); 
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_T, GL_CLAMP); 
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER,GL_NEAREST); 
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER,GL_NEAREST); 
II glTexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL ); 
glTexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE ,GL_MODULATE) ; 
t=O; 
s=O; 
glBegin(GL_QUAD_STRIP); 
for(i=8000;i<184400; i++) 
{ 
glNormal3f(-0.75*(pointZ[i+l]-pointZ[i]),0.75*(pointZ[i+400]-
pointZ[i]), 2 . 25 ); 
if((i+1) %400 ==0) 
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glNormal3f(-0.75*(pointZ(i-1]-pointZ[i]) ,0.75*(pointZ[i+400]-
pointZ[i]), 2.25); 
glTexCoord3f(s,t,0); 
g1Vertex3f(x / 2. 0 , y / 2.0, pointZ[i] / 3.0); 
glNormal3f(-0.75*(pointZ[i+401]-
pointZ[i+400]) ,0.75*(pointZ[i+800]-pointZ[i+400]) ,2.25); 
if((i+1) %400 ==0) 
glNormal3f(-0.75*(pointZ[i+399]-
pointZ[i+400]) ,0.75*(pointZ[i+800]-pointZ[i+400]) ,2.25); 
glTexCoord3f (s, (t+l. 0 / 440. 0), 0); 
g1Vertex3f(x / 2.0, (y-3) / 2.0, pointZ[i+400] / 3.0); 
x= x + 3; 
s = s + 1.0 / 400.0; 
if(x%1200 == 0) 
{x O; 
y = y - 3; 
t = t + 1.0 / 440.0; 
s=O; 
} 
}// end for 
glEnd(); 
}// end if 
glPopMatrix (); 
glDisable(GL_LIGHTING); 
glDisable(GL_LIGHTO); 
glDisable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
glDisable(GL_NORMALIZE); 
g1Disable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); 
glDisable(GL_FOG); 
glDisable(GL_LINE_SMOOTH); 
glDisable(GL_BLEND); 
glPopMatrix(); 
GLSwapBuffers(); 
ins_top.close(); 
ins_text.close(); 
II End BulletinBoardl::drawScene() 
void BulletinBoardl: :hwRatiall ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
Ratio=EZ(_hwRatial) / 5.55; // aspect of the view 
drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl::hwRatial l () 
void BulletinBoardl: :initScene ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
initGLWindow(w, callData); 
ins_top.open("pcachosw.txt"); 
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if(ins_top.fail()) 
{cerr<<"Cannot open picacho.dat for input."<<endl; 
} 
for(i=O; i <188000; i++) 
{ 
ins_top>>z; 
if(z== -9999) 
pointZ[i)= O; 
else 
pointZ[i)= z; 
if(z != -9999 && i %4 ==0 ) 
g1Vertex3f(x / 2.0, y / 2.0, z / 1.5); 
x = x + 3; 
if (x%1200 0) 
{x O; 
y = y - 3; 
} 
} // end for 
//Texture mapping 
ins_text. open ( "pica_text .ppm"); 
// ins_text.open("pica_linel.ppm"); 
if(ins_text.fail()) 
{cerr<<"Cannot open p_sw_tex.ppm for input."<<endl; 
} 
for (i = O; i < checkimageHeight; i++) 
for (j = O; j < checkimageWidth; j++) { 
for(int k=O;k<3;k++) 
{ins_text>>tex; 
checkimage[i) [j) [k) (GLubyte) tex; 
} 
II End BulletinBoardl::initScene() 
void BulletinBoardl: :interactScene ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
II End BulletinBoardl::interactScene() 
void BulletinBoardl: :lookatX2 ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
lookatX = EZ(_lookatX)*20; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
} // End BulletinBoardl::lookatX2() 
void BulletinBoardl: :lookatYl ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
lookatY = EZ(_lookatY)*20; 
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drawScene( w,callData); 
II End BulletinBoardl: :lookatYl() 
void BulletinBoardl: :lookatZl ( Widget w, XtPointer callData ) 
{ 
lookatZ = EZ(_lookatZ)*20; 
drawScene( w,callData); 
} II End BulletinBoardl: :lookatZl() 
VkComponent *BulletinBoardl: :CreateBulletinBoardl( canst char *name, 
Widget parent ) 
{ 
VkComponent *obj = new BulletinBoardl ( name, parent ) ; 
return ( obj ) ; 
II End CreateBulletinBoardl 
struct InterfaceMap { 
char 
char 
*resourceName; 
*methodName; 
char *argType; 
char *definingClass; II Optional, if not this class 
void (VkCallbackObject: :*method)( ... ); II Reserved, do not set 
} ; 
void *BulletinBoardl: :RegisterBulletinBoardlinterface() 
{ 
static InterfaceMap map[] = { 
II ---- Start editable code block : BulletinBoardlUI resource table 
11 { "resourceName ", "setAttribute", XrnRString}, 
II ---- End editable code block: BulletinBoardlUI resource table 
{ NULL }, II MUST be NULL terminated 
} ; 
return map; 
II End RegisterBulletinBoardlinterface() 
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APPENDIX 7. 3D_geomap_ VR.cpp VIRTUAL REALITY PROGRAM 
// ********************************************************************* 
II This program can be used to visualize 3D terrain or geologic models 
II in a simulated CAVE virtual reality environment. The user, with 
II simulated tracking sensors attached to his head and hands, does not 
II need any GUI to manipulate the model, but interacts with model 
II directly. 
II 
II Author: Bai Tian, Iowa State University. 
II Date: April 18, 1998 
// ********************************************************************* 
#include <cave.h> 
#include <cave_ogl.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <fstream .h> 
#include <math .h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib .h> 
#include <GL/glu.h> 
#define checkimageWidth 256 
#define checkimageHeight 256 
int pointZ[188400); //Hold the DEM data 
GLubyte checkimage[checkimageHeight) [checkimageWidth) [3); 
ifstream ins_top,ins_text; 
int x 
int y 
int z 
int tex; 
0; 
1410; 
0; 
void initScene(void); 
void drawScene(); 
void main () 
{ 
CAVEinit(); 
CAVEinitApplication(initScene, 0); 
CAVEDisplay( drawScene, 0); 
while (!CAVEgetbutton(CAVE_ESCKEY)) 
{ 
sginap(O); 
} 
CAVEExit(); 
void initScene() 
{ 
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT I GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 
//Read the DEM data 
ins_top.open("pcachosw.txt"); 
if(ins_top.fail()) 
{cerr<<"Cannot open pcachosw.txt for input."<<endl; 
} 
//Read a 400 X 470 matrix 
for(int i=O; i<188000; i++) 
{ 
ins_top>>z; 
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if(z== -9999) // No elevation data 
pointZ[i]= O; 
else 
pointZ[i]= z; 
} // end for 
//Read texture data 
ins_text.open("pica_text.pprn"); 
if(ins_text.fail()) 
{cerr<<"Cannot open p_sw_tex.pprn for input."<<endl; 
} 
for (i = O; i < checkirnageHeight; i++) { 
for (int j = O; j < checkirnageWidth; j++) { 
for(int k=O;k<3;k++) 
{ins_text>>tex; 
checkirnage[i] [j] [k] (GLubyte) tex; 
} 
GLfloat lightO_arnbient[J = { 0.1, 0.1, .1, 1.0 }; 
GLfloat lightO_diffuse[J = { .8, 0.8, 0.8, 1.0 }; 
GLfloat lightO_specular[] { 0.4, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0 }; 
GLfloat lightO_position[J = {10.0, 10.0, 00.0, 1.0 }; 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_AMBIENT, 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_DIFFUSE, 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_SPECULAR, 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_POSITION, 
void drawScene() 
{ 
glEnable(GL_AUTO_NORMAL); 
glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
glEnable(GL_NORMALIZE); 
glEnable(GL_LIGHTING); 
glEnable(GL_LIGHTO); 
glEnable(GL_COLOR_MATERIAL); 
glEnable(GL_FOG); 
g1Enable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); 
lightO_arnbient); 
lightO_dif fuse) ; 
lightO_specular); 
lightO_position); 
GLubyte checkirnage[checkirnageHeight] [checkirnageWidth] [3]; 
glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); 
glLightModelf(GL_LIGHT_MODEL_TWO_SIDE, GL_FALSE); 
float fogColor[4] = {0.5, 0.9, 0.5, 1. 0}; 
float wand_pos(3]; 
float angle[3]; 
float vector[3]; 
int i; 
int fogMode; 
fogMode = GL_LINEAR; 
glFogi(GL_FOG_MODE, fogMode); 
glFogfv(GL_FOG_COLOR, fogColor); 
glFogf(GL_FOG_DENSITY, 1.0); 
glHint(GL_FOG_HINT, GL_DONT_CARE); 
glFogf(GL_FOG_START, 1.0); 
glFogf(GL_FOG_END, 0.1); 
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glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT I GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 
//Navigation 
CAVENavLoadidentity(); 
CAVENavTransform(); 
CAVEGetSensorPosition(CAVESENSOR(l) ,CAVE_NAV_FRAME,wand_pos); 
glPushMatrix(); 
CAVENavTranslate(9 . 0*wand_pos[OJ ,9.0*wand_pos [l] , 9.0*wand_pos [2]); 
//CAVENavTranslate(l2.0*wand_pos[O]*CAVEBUTTONl,12.0*wand_pos[l]*CAVEBUT 
TON2,12.0*wand_pos[2]*CAVEBUTTON3); 
CAVENavTranslate(12.0*CAVE_JOYSTICK_X,12.0*CAVE_JOYSTICK_Y, 0 . 0 ); 
CAVEGetSensorOrientation(CAVESENSOR(l) ,CAVE_NAV_FRAME,angle); 
CAVENavRot(angle[0]*0.5, 'x'); 
CAVENavRot(angle[l]*0.5, 'y'); 
CAVENavRot(angle[2]*0.5, 'z'); 
//Use the buttons of the simulated wand (mouse ) to navigate a fly-over 
int flyDirection; //Toggle from p osi t ive to negative values. If the user 
// geos too far he should be turned back. 
if(CAVEBUTTON2 == 1) 
{for (i=O;i<8 00;i++) 
{ flyDirection =i ; 
if(i>400) 
flyDirection = 400-i; 
CAVENavTranslate(0.05*CAVEBUTTONl*flyDirection, 0, 
O.OS*CAVEBUTTON3*flyDirection); 
} 
//The resolution of this 3D terrain mode l is decreased in order to 
// increase the frame rate. However the resolution of the cells that the 
//user looks at should be increased so that he can see the details of 
// that area. This multi-resolution effect is achieved by comparing the 
//user head vector and the normal at the NODE the user is looking at. I f 
// they are near parallel to each other, the resolution of that cell is 
// increased. 
//Get head/wand sensor direction 
//CAVEGetSensorVector(CAVESENSOR(l) ,CAVE_FRONT_NAV,vector); 
CAVEGetVector(CAVE_HEAD_FRONT_NAV,vector); 
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double nl,n2,n3 ; //Normal at a n ode 
double Nl,N2,N3; //Normal at a neighbouring n ode 
double nNl,nN2,nN3 ; //Average normal o f t wo ne ighbouring nodes 
glPus hMatrix (); 
glRotatef(-90,1, 0 , 0 ); //Rotate the model so that its elevat ion is in y 
direction 
CAVEHeadTransform(); 
//Draw a 3D terrain model with textures on it 
int t = O; //Texture c oordinat es 
int s = O; 
y 1350; 
x O; 
glPixelStorei(GL_UNPACK_ALIGNMENT, 1); 
glTeximage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D , 0, 3, checki mage Width, 
checkimageHe ight, 0, GL_RGB, GL_UNS I GNED_BYTE, 
&c hec kimage [ 0 J [ 0 J [ 0 J ) ; 
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S, GL_CLAMP); 
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D , GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_T, GL_CLAMP); 
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER,GL_NEAREST); 
glTexParameterf( GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL_NEAREST); 
II glTexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL ); 
glTexEnvf(GL_ TEXTURE_ ENV, GL_ TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_MODULATE) ; 
glBegin(GL_ QUAD_STRIP); 
for( i=8000;i<186000; i++) 
{ 
nl= -1.0 / 90 0.0*(pointZ[i+l ] -pointZ[i ] ) ; 
n2 1.0 / 90 0.0*(pointZ[i+400 ]-pointZ[i ]) ; 
n3 0.01; 
Nl -1. 0 / 900 .0*(po intZ[i +4 01]-pointZ[ i +4 00]); 
N2 l.0 / 9 00 . 0*(po intZ[i+800 ]-po intZ[i+400 ]); 
N3 0.01 ; 
nNl (nl+Nl) / 2.0; 
nN2 (n2+N2) / 2. 0 ; 
nN3 (n3+N3 ) / 2.0; 
if(abs(( v ector[l]*nN3- v ector[ 2 ]*nN2 ) +(vec t or[ 2 ] *nN1 -
v e ctor[ OJ *nN3)+(v e c t o r [O]*nN2 - vec t or [ l]*nN1))==0 . 0 ) 
{g1No rma l 3f (n l, n 2 , n 3 ); 
glTexCoord3 f( s ,t, 0 ); 
g1Vertex3f(x/ 30.0, y / 3 0 . 0 , pointZ[i ] / 120 .0); 
g1Normal 3f(Nl, N2,N3); 
glTexCoord3f (s, (t+l. 0 / 440 . 0), 0); 
g1Vertex3f(x / 30.0, (y-3) / 30.0, pointZ [ i +400] / 120 . 0); 
} 
e l se i f( i% 1 0 == 0 ) 
{ 
g1Normal3f(nl, n 2 , n 3 ); 
glTexCoord3f(s,t,0); 
g1Vertex3f(x/ 30.0, y / 30 . 0 , pointZ[i ] / 120 .0); 
g1Normal3f(Nl, N2,N3 ); 
glTex Coord3 f(s, (t+l. 0 / 44 0 . 0) ,0); 
g1Ver tex 3 f{x /3 0. 0, (y-3 ) / 30. 0 , p o i ntZ[ i +400] / 120.0 ); 
x= x + 3; 
s = s + 1.0 / 40 0 .0; 
if (x%1200 0) 
{x O; 
y = y - 3; 
t = t + 1.0 / 440.0; 
s=O; 
} 
} / / end for 
glEnd() ; 
glPopMatrix(); 
ins_top.close(); 
ins_text.close(); 
glDisable(GL_LIGHTING); 
glDisable(GL_ LIGHTO); 
glDisable(GL_ DEPTH_ TEST); 
glDisable(GL_NORMALIZE); 
g1Disable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); 
glDisable(GL_FOG); 
glDisable(GL_LINE_SMOOTH); 
glDisable(GL_BLEND); 
glDisable(GL_FOG); 
} / * end drawScene() * / 
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APPENDIX 8. SIMPLIFIED USER MANUAL FOR THE AML, 
AVENUE, C++/OpenGL, AND THE VIRTUAL REALITY 
PROGRAMS 
I. print_cov.aml AML program (Appendix 1): 
This AML program was originally designed to print GIS maps of 8.5Xl 1.5 inch page 
size. The user can modify the page size and layout to better meet his own needs. 
This program can be run in the ARC/INFO ARC subsystem. If it is located in the 
current workspace (directory), just type "&RUN print_cov.aml" or "&r print_cov" at the 
"ARC:" prompt. Otherwise, specify the full path of the AML program. The program 
starts by listing the available coverages in the current workspace and asking the user to 
choose one to be plotted. In order to protect the original coverage, the program makes a 
copy of the coverage and works on the copy. Then the ARCED IT subsystem is invoked, 
and the output device set to 1040, i.e. graphics file. The user is then prompted to enter the 
name of the output graphics file and the map scale. After setting the page size and map 
position, and drawing the neat line and the date and time, it will draw the lines and 
polygons of the coverage and shade the polygons according to the polygon lookup table. 
The default shadeset file is plotter.shd, and the default lineset file is plotter.lin. Again, the 
user can choose other shadeset and lineset files. The program then asks for the user's 
name and the title of the map. It also puts a north arrow on the map. Finally, the graphics 
file is displayed on the screen for the user to view and to make any modifications to 
define this program. The graphics file can be converted to a postscript file in ARC to be 
printed. 
II. 3D_surface.aml AML program (Appendix 5): 
This AML program can be used to create 3D terrain models with ARC/INFO TIN and 
to drape line, polygon, and point coverages on them. Similar to the print_cov.aml 
program, the user can choose the desired page size and layout. 
This program can be run in the ARC/INFO ARC subsystem by typing "&RUN 
3D_surface.aml" or &r 3D_surface" at the "ARC:" prompt. If it is not in the current 
workspace, specify the full path of the AML program. The program will first list all the 
coverages and TINs in the current workspace and then invoke ARCPLOT and set the 
display mode to graphics file. The user is prompted to enter the name of the output 
graphics file. Next, the available coverages will be listed for the user to choose one. Then, 
the available TINs are listed for the user to select the appropriate one to build the 3D 
terrain model. At this stage, a 3D wireframe surface is created, and the user is prompted 
to choose a color for the model. Then, a shaded terrain model is generated, and the 
polygon coverage draped on it. The user can choose the shadeset file and the lookup table 
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for the polygon coverage. Then the user will be asked whether he wants to drape any line 
coverage on the model. If he chooses to do so, he will be prompted to select the color and 
line symbol for the coverage. It will then create the legend for the polygon coverage. The 
user can modify this part of the program to show the legend for the line coverage as well. 
Then it will draw a neat line, scale bar, north arrow, and the title of the model. The user 
will be asked to enter the color for the lines and text, the scale of the map, etc. Finally, the 
graphics file is created and displayed on the screen for the user to inspect. If not 
completely satisfied, the user can change the inputs and run the program again, or modify 
the program to meet his needs. 
I created the above two AML programs with UNIX ARC/INFO release 7.1, and tested 
them with release 7 .2. If they do not run properly with other releases or platforms, please 
refer to the appropriate user manuals for more information. 
III. plot_strike_dip.ave A venue program (Appendix 2): 
This A venue program can be used to display strike and dip symbols on geologic maps 
interactively. When the user clicks on the screen, i.e. specifies the location of the 
symbols, the program will prompt the user to enter the strike direction and the dip angle 
in degrees. With this information, it will create a strike and dip symbol at the specified 
location with the dip angle as the label (Figure A-1 ). 
The plot_strike_dip A venue program is activated using a tool button that the user 
needs to add to the View window of the standard Arc View interface. As Figure A-2 
demonstrates, it is relatively easy to customize the interface. Double-clicking anywhere 
on the toolbar area of the View window will pop up the Customize editor window. In the 
Type box, select View, and in the Category box, choose Tools. Then all the existing tool 
buttons will show up in the large box below. Click Tool to create a new tool button, and 
move it to the appropriate position. In my Arc View project, I placed it to the right of the 
Pan tool button. Now, double-click the Apply row and select plot_strike_dip.ave from a 
list of the system A venue programs. Then double-click the Cursor row and choose cursor 
type. Next, double-click the Help row and type a short help message for the user. When 
the user moves the cursor over the tool button, the help message will appear on the status 
bar. Finally, double-click on the Icon line, and choose an icon for the tool button. Leave 
all the other lines at the default values. Now, close the Customize editor. The program 
will be ready to use. 
Load the desired map (ARC/INFO coverage, ArcView shape file, or AutoCAD 
drawing) by clicking the AddTheme button. Now, click the newly created tool button. 
When the user clicks on the screen, a dialogue box will pop up asking the user to enter 
the strike direction (Figure A-1 ). The default value is 0. Then another dialogue box will 
appear prompting the user to enter dip angle of the planar structure. 
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Figure A-1 . Pressing the StrikeDip tool button (right of the Pan tool button), the user can 
put strike and dip symbols on the map interactively by entering strike direction and dip 
angle in degrees. 
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Figure A-2. This figure shows how to customize the Arc View Graphic User Interface 
(GUI), i.e. how to create a new tool button for the plot_strike_dip.ave A venue program in 
this specific case. See text for detailed instructions. 
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IV. plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave Avenue program (Appendix 3): 
This A venue program, similar to the previous one, was also generated to plot strike 
and dip data on geologic maps. However, instead of drawing the symbols interactively, it 
reads the data directly from ARC/INFO tables or external files. Tables are joined, if 
required, and the symbols plotted automatically on the map. The user can choose to plot 
all the data, or any portion of the data (Figure A-3). Since the orientation of a planar 
feature is represented in our data files by the trend and plunge of the pole to the plane, I 
converted the trend and plunge back into the strike and dip of the plane. 
To run this program, a button, or a menu item is needed in the Arc View View window. 
To add a button, double-click anywhere in the Arc View View tool bar area to pop up the 
Customize editor window. In the Type box, select View, and in the Category box, choose 
Buttons (See Figure A-4). All the existing buttons will show up in the box below. Click 
New to create a new button for this program and move it to the appropriate position. For 
my project, I put it to the right of the Query Builder button. Now, double-click the Click 
row, and select the plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave from the available system Avenue 
scripts. Assign the plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave program to the newly created button. 
Then double-click the Help row and type "Plot strike and dip symbol from a table." 
Finally, double-click the Icon row and select or load an icon for this button. For the time 
being, leave all the other rows at their default values. Figure A-5 shows how to create a 
new menu and add items to it. The general procedures are quite similar to those described 
above, except that it is necessary to select Menus instead of buttons in the Category box, 
and to click New Menu and/or New Item instead of New for adding a button. 
Now, run the program by clicking either the newly created button or the 
PlotFromTable menu item in the GeoAnalysis menu (created by the author). The program 
first asks the user whether to join/link tables together to get the required data (see Figure 
A-6). If the answer is No, it will ask for the name of the table from which to read data. 
However, if the user does need to join two tables, it will ask for the name of the table to 
be joined/linked to (see Figure A-7), then the name of another table, and finally, their 
common join/link field (attribute). If any of the tables or the common field does not exist, 
the program will give a warning message and exit. If every step is successful, it will start 
plotting the strike and dip symbols, and showing the working status (Figure A-3). The 
user can interrupt the process by clicking the Stop button at the right side of the status 
bar. 
As mentioned earlier, the user can choose to plot any portion of the data by selecting 
the records in the table or the points on the map. To select the points on the map, draw a 
polygon around them. Then click the SelectByGraphics item in the GeoAnalysis Menu 
(see Figure A-5). Any points inside or intersecting the polygon will be selected. Now, 
delete the polygon and run the program. Strike and dip symbols will be plotted for all 
selected points that have strike and dip values associated with them (see Figure A-3). 
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Figure A-3. If the PlotFromTable item in the GeoAnalysis menu or the Strike_dip button 
(right of the Query Builder button) is clicked, the plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave program 
will read the data from GIS tables or external files, join the tables, if necessary, then plot 
and label the symbols automatically. The user can also select only part of the data to be 
plotted by drawing a polygon around points of interest and then running the program. 
This figure shows plotting in progress. The user can interrupt it by clicking the Stop 
button in the lower right comer of the window. 
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Figure A-4. Adding a new button in the Arc View View toolbar for the 
plotStrikeDipFromTable A venue program. See text for detailed instructions. 
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Figure A-5. Creating a new menu in the Arc View View window and adding items to the 
menu. See text for detailed instructions. 
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Figure A-6. When the plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave program is run, it will first ask the 
user whether to join/link tables to get the required data. If the No button is pressed, the 
program will prompt the user to enter the name of the ARC/INFO table or external file 
from which to read the data. Then, it will plot the strike and dip symbols automatically. If 
the Yes button is pressed, the program will ask for the names of the two tables or files to 
be joined and their common field (see Figure A-7). 
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Figure A-7. Joining/linking of tables in the plotStrikeDipFromTable.ave program. The 
program first asks for the join/link to table name, then the name of another table, and the 
common field of the two tables to conduct the joining and linking process. 
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V. equalAreaProj.ave Avenue program (Appendix 4): 
This A venue program was created to plot Schmidt equal area projections on either 
maps or on their own. It can read the trend and plunge data of linear and planar structures 
directly from ARC/INFO tables or external files. For planar structures, the strike and dip 
of the plane must be converted into the trend and plunge of the pole to the plane. Tables 
are joined, if required, and the projection data plotted automatically. The user can choose 
to plot all the data, or any portion of the data. 
To run the program, a tool button is needed in the Arc View View window. To add a 
tool button, double-click anywhere in the Arc View View toolbar area to pop up the 
Customize editor window. In the Type box, select View, and in the Category box, choose 
Tools (See Figure A-8). Click the New button to create a new button for the program and 
move it to the appropriate position. For my project, I put it to the right of the Text button. 
Now, double-click the Apply row, and select the equalAreaProj.ave from the available 
system Avenue scripts. Then double-click the Help row and type "Equal area projection." 
Finally, double-click the Icon row and select or load an icon for the button. Leave all the 
other rows at their default values (Figure A-9). 
Now, run the program by clicking the newly created tool button. The program waits for 
the user to click on the screen the location of the center of the projection circle. Next, it 
asks the user to enter the radius of the circle. Then, it asks whether to join/link tables 
together to get the required data. If the answer is No, it will ask for the name of the table 
from which to read data. However, if the user does need to join two tables, it will ask for 
the name of the table to be joined/linked to, then the name of another table, and finally, 
their common join/link field. It also asks the user whether to label the projection points 
with the plunge values. If every step is successful, it will start plotting the strike and dip 
symbols, and showing the working status. The user can interrupt the process by clicking 
the Stop button at the right side of the status bar. The user can also move the circle to a 
new location after the plot is complete. 
The user can choose to plot any portion of the data by selecting the records in the table 
or points on the map. To select the points on the map, draw a polygon around them. Then 
click the SelectByGraphics item in the GeoAnalysis Menu. Any points inside or 
intersecting the polygon will be selected. Now, delete the polygon and run the program. 
Although this A venue program and the ones described in the two previous sections 
were created with PC ArcView Version 3.0a, they have been tested with both PC and 
UNIX Arc View Version 3.0a, 3.0b, and 3.1. If they do not work properly with other 
versions, please refer to the relevant user manuals and make changes to the programs 
accordingly. 
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Figure A-8. Schmidt equal area projection diagrams created with the equalAreaProj.ave 
program. This program is invoked by pressing the equalarea_proj tool button (with the 
square-dot icon). The topmost diagram shows all the locations in the Winterhaven 
Formation, the upper plate, and the POR schist for which lineation data are available 
(from top to bottom). The left Schmidt net displays all the lineation in the POR schist, 
whereas the right net shows only those lineation selected (highlighted in the topmost 
diagram). 
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VI. 3D_geomap.cpp C++/OpenGL program (Appendix 6): 
This program was originally developed and tested on a Silicon Graphics (SGI) 02 
workstation and the GUI was designed with RapidApp 1.2. It can be modified to run on 
the Windows NT platform without the GUI. 
This program can read external data files with x, y, and z values and generate 
wireframe or shaded 3D models. The z value can be anything, such as elevation, 
temperature, concentration of an element or compound, density of population, etc. It is 
also capable of performing texture mapping, i.e. wrapping the model with an image and 
manipulating lighting and shading to achieve better visualization effects (see Figure 15). 
I compiled the program into the executable file called "geomap_3d." Thus, the user 
can run the program on SGI workstation directly by typing "geomap_3d" at the UNIX 
prompt. The program has a graphic interface that includes menus, buttons, scales bars, 
and a dial (see Figure 15 and Figure 16). With these tools, the user can draw a 3D 
wireframe or shaded model, or put a texture on the model. He can also zoom in or zoom 
out on the model. The scale bars can be used to manipulate lighting and shading, the 
position of the observer, and the position of the target. The model will move and rotate 
according to the positions of the observer and the target. The user can also fly over the 
model by pressing the Fly menu item. The Reset button can be used to return the model to 
its original position. 
The program is set up to use a 3D data set and image file from southeastern 
California/southwestern Arizona. To change this, open the 3D_geomap.ccp file and go to 
the "void bulletinBoardl::initScene (Widged w, XtPointer callData)" function to replace 
the "pcachosw.txt" file with an alternative data file, and the "pica_text.ppm" with the 
corresponding image file. Then recompile the program by typing "make" at the UNIX 
prompt. 
Both the data file and the image files should be in plain text file format. Otherwise, the 
program can not read the data correctly. 
VII. 3D_geomap_ VR.cpp virtual reality program (Appendix 7): 
Similar to the last program, I originally developed and tested the CA VE VR program 
on a Silicon Graphics (SGI) 02 workstation with the "cave.h" and "cave_ogl.h" VR 
libraries. However, in contrast to the last program, no buttons, menus, scale bars, or other 
GUI items are needed to manipulate the 3D model. In the VR environment, the user can 
interact with the model directly using the tracking device attached to his head and 
hand(s). 
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This program can read external data files with x, y, and z values, and generate shaded 
3D models. It is also capable of performing texture mapping. However, since texture 
mapping is very computationally expensive, I disabled texture mapping in the simulated 
VR environment in order to maintain frame rate at a reasonable level for real time 
visualization (see Figure 16). 
I also compiled the program into the executable program called "geomap_ VR." The 
user can run this program on an SGI workstation directly by typing "geomap_ VR" at the 
UNIX prompt. I tried this program in both the real C2 VR environment and the simulated 
CA VE VR environment. In the real C2 VR environment (see text for detailed 
information), the user can walk inside the 3D model and press the button of the wand 
(also called the "3D mouse") to navigate and fly over the model. In the simulated CA VE 
VR environment, by manipulating the simulated immersive display, the user's head, and 
the wand, the user can navigate through the 3D virtual space, or fly through it with six 
degrees of freedom. Since multi-resolution is implemented, when the user flies close to 
the spot, he can see the details expected, without noticing that the overall resolution is 
very low. 
Similar to the 3D_geomap.cpp C++/OpenGL program, this VR program is set up to 
use a 3D data set and image file from southeastern California/southwestern Arizona. To 
change this, open the 3D_geomap_ VR.ccp file and go to the "void initScene ()"function 
to replace the "pcachosw.txt" file with an alternate data file, and the "pica_text.ppm" with 
an alternate image file. Then recompile the program by typing "make" at the UNIX 
prompt. 
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APPENDIX 9. DESCRIPTION OF THE GIS FILES 
All the GIS files, including ARC/INFO coverages, Arc View shape files and projects, 
and other data files of this research project in southeastern California and southwestern 
Arizona are stored in a directory named s_california_GIS directory. Under this directory 
are the (1) original_7.5qua, (2) haxel_five_map, and (3) fifteen_m_map file directories. 
(1) The original_7.5qua directory holds the GIS files of the Picacho, Picacho SW, 
Picacho Peak, Little Picacho Peak, and Quartz Peak 7 .5 minute quadrangle geologic maps 
from G. Haxel's Ph.D. thesis (Haxel, 1977), and the Hidden Valley, Picacho, Picacho 
NW, Picacho SW 7.5' quadrangle maps digitized from the Picacho 15' geologic map by 
Sherrod, Tosdal, and Haxel (unpublished). In the s_california_GIS directory, I named 
Haxel's maps as picacho, picacho_sw, picacho_peak, l_picacho_p, and quartz_peak, and 
those from the 15' map as hidden_v_l5_q, picacho_ 15_q, picacho_nw_l5_q, and 
picacho_sw _15_q respectively. As mentioned in the text, the 15' quadrangle map was 
made by manually piecing together the above four 7.5' quadrangles. Since there are 
noticeable offsets along the common borders of the four 7 .5' quadrangles, I digitized 
them separately into four 7.5' quadrangles instead of one 15' quadrangle. Within each 
7.5' quadrangle GIS map directory are the coverages in UTM and Polyconic projections, 
e.g. picacho_utm and picacho_poly respectively, projection files , e.g. utm_coord.prj and 
polyconic_coord.prj, ll_coord (latitude and longitude coordinates of the tic coverages), 
and other data files. 
(2) The haxel_five_map directory holds the map_5_pc_ vers.apr Arc View project file, 
and the CONTOUR and coverages subdirectories. The coverages directory contains the 
joined ARC/INFO coverages of the five quadrangle maps by Haxel (1977). Among them 
are the map_5_poly (polygon coverage), map_5_line (line coverage), map_5_bound2 
(map boundary with UTM tics), geounit_code.dbf, line_code.dbf, legend_line.avl, 
LEGENDl.AVL (ArcView geologic unit legend file), INFO, and LOG files. Under the 
CONTOUR directory are the ctour20_inter (20-meter interval contour line coverage 
derived from the DEM files), INFO, and LOG files. 
(3) The fifteen_m_map directory contains the 15' quadrangle fifteen_utm coverage 
created by joining the hidden_v_15_q, picacho_l5_q, picacho_nw_15_q, 
picacho_sw_l5_q 7.5' quadrangles, several ArcView legend files, an Arc View project 
file (proj 1.apr), and other data files. The polygon.key is used to create polygon (geologic 
units) legend in ARCPLOT (see Figure 12). 
I created all the ArcView projects with PC ArcView GIS Version 3.0a. lfthey do not 
open correctly, they can be easily be recreated with the above coverages and shape files. 
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